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THE MYSTERYSKYWATCHTV
OF JESUS
GRAND GIVEAWAY!

The Mystery of Jesus from Genesis to Revelation is the brand new three-volume anthology
from Defender Publishing that is being described by those closest to Dr. Thomas Horn as “the
most important body of legacy-work he’s ever written!” You will find it organized in a relevant
way that will fascinate and engage the minds of everyone from seasoned scholars to the newest
of believers, while seeing the life of Christ illuminated like you’ve never experienced before!

+

+

Up To
$200
Worth
Of
Gifts!

The Mystery of Jesus from Genesis to Revelation, Volume One, begins in The Old Testament and
reveals: • Multiple ways that Jesus made personal appearances on earth called Christophanies prior
to His birth through the virgin Mary! • The many links between Mt. Sinai, the day of Pentecost, and the
ascension from astounding, but largely hidden, revelations in the original Hebrew and Greek! • How
the words of the Prophets regarding the “someday messiah” preceded a four-hundred year season of
silence and anticipation that led to disastrously incorrect interpretations of who He would be when he
arrived… AND SO MUCH MORE!
The Mystery of Jesus from Genesis to Revelation, Volume Two, begins in The New Testament and
demonstrates: • What social and political events transpired during the intertestamental period that led
to a movement of numerous “false messiahs” whose military pursuits splintered the jews into various
disjointed sects-each with their own misguided documented messianic expectations! • How extra biblical
and apocryphal books written around the time of Christ give fresh insight on New Testament characters,
their true identity and reputation, and how that affects proper biblical interpretation! • The real-and largely
misunderstood-purpose of Christ’s ministry years on earth, and why there is an apparent deficit of
miraculous manifestations in our day!.. AND WE’RE BARELY SCRATCHING THE SURFACE!
The Mystery of Jesus from Genesis to Revelation, Volume Three, then moves directly to The
Apocalypse where you’ll learn: • Clear-cut comprehensible explanations behind even the most enigmatic
and hard to understand symbols in Revelation that anyone can read and understand! • How Jesus-present and active in all sixty-six books of the Bible--makes His grand and final entrance in shining
glory to welcome into the New Jerusalem all who receive the free gift of salvation!.. AND WE’RE JUST
GETTING STARTED!
You’ll also receive the NEW Best-Of Defender Publishing E-book Collection on data disc! Now
for the first time this must-have assortment features 120 of the most information packed best-selling
books in Defender history, including the never before digitally-released version of the Defender Family
Bible, featuring Old and New Testament WITH Expanded Apochrypha! These full length works are
in popular E-book formats so you can read them on Kindle, E-Pub, PDF and other hand-held electronic
devices! Give this collection as the ultimate gift to somebody you know this holiday season, or take them
with you wherever you go!
That’s not all! You will receive up to $200.00 VALUE worth of free OVERSTOCK products. Please note
product may vary based on price and product availability.

ORDER YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!
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THE GLOBALSKYWATCHTV
ACCELERATION
COLLECTION!

In The Yeshua Protocol, critically acclaimed, bestselling author Carl Gallups
takes you on a whirlwind tour through the pages of scripture like you’ve never
experienced! Most of what you’re getting ready to discover has only been available
to the world through our own unique, historical generation, and it was mysteriously
prophesied to be so, in both the Old and New Testaments - even out of the
mouth of Jesus Himself. No matter how we approach the matter...by employing
scientifically applied computer programs, peering into the unfathomable depths
of quantum physics, revealing stunning ancient Hebrew letter meanings, or by
unearthing some of the most shocking of the latest archeological finds…He is
there! Standing on the Mount of Olives and looking down upon the hills and
valleys that uncannily encircle His name around His Holy City, peering through the most powerful
computerized microscopes the world has ever known to find Yahweh’s Name encoded upon our
own DNA…and even by looking at the undeniable Yeshua “codes” buried within the pages of the
Old Testament as they were first penned in the original alphabet…we simply cannot ignore the
truth of the matter…the presence of His Name, etched upon every page of the scripture, is utterly
inescapable. He truly is the Aleph and the Tav, the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last,
the Beginning and the End. He is Yeshua…like you’ve never before fathomed Him.
This timely collection includes Kings Of The East, where internationally
esteemed Pentagon analyst LTC Robert Maginnis reveals both the danger and
the opportunity ahead in China’s New World Order. You will see the significance
of how China is out to eliminate America and the western world and impose their
communist culture on the entire planet. How do we know? Their history, economic
power and coming military superiority backed by their rigid focus on instituting
a one-world government under the Chinese Communist Party, a plan which is
coming together now and is exposed to the world. Is there time to reverse their
maniacal advance against freedom and democracy?
Today’s society and culture are increasingly saturated with evil, Genesis 6-level
activity. Delusion and deception (deceivers and demonic influences) assault this
generation through reprobate thinking. We only have to consider how this so-called
woke insanity with its cancel culture is affecting people who have been inculcated
with anti-God, anti-America-as-founded education—how social, mainstream news
and entertainment media and even the  commercial industry and U.S. military suffer
from the upside-down thinking flowing from humanity turning its back on God.
Trajectory: Tracking The Approaching Tribulation Storm, projects through
seventeen Bible prophecy experts a vivid, in-depth picture of what is happening.
Each contributor, with superlative analysis of the issues and events of this endof-the-age turbulence, lights up in radar scope-like magnification the boiling, endtimes clouds and lightning of wickedness approaching from across the prophetic horizon.

Order yours now for a donation of only $35.00 plus S/H!
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THE RETURN
OF THE GODS COLLECTION!

Jonathan Cahn is back with his most explosive book ever to reveal
ancient mysteries that have been playing out in our modern world
which all signal the Return of the Gods!! In this stunning book you will
uncover: • The mystery of the “House of Spirits” and how it affects an
entire nation! • Mysteries linked to the EXACT dates of pivotal Supreme
Court decisions! • The sign of the gods from ancient Mesopotamia
that has now appeared in America! • How ancient mythology was
played out scene by scene on the streets of New York City! • AND The
identity of the “Dark Trinity” of gods that have infiltrated America
such as The Possesser, The Enchantress, and The Destroyer!!
… AND SO MUCH MORE!
This must-have collection also includes Gods of the Bible:
Unveiled, join SkyWatchTV’s own Drew Graffia as he sits down
with groundbreaking author Derek Gilbert to present the brand new,
nearly 2 hour DVD that systematically breaks down how
to understand what the gods in the Bible are and what
their place Christianity is! In this instructional guide
you will be taken step by step through: • Why God
calls His sons “gods” in the Psalms • How “The Fall” in
Genesis was only 1 of 3 divine rebellions • The biblical
origin of the pagan gods and demigods • AND How the
Greek gods and Titans found their origin… in our Bibles!! THIS INSTRUCTIONAL DVD
HAS NEVER BEFORE BEEN RELEASED, AND WAS SPECIALLY PRODUCED FOR
INCLUSION WITH THIS LIMITED TIME COLLECTION!!
But that’s not all, in this amazing offer you’ll also receive The
Jonathan Cahn Collection, which features three uncut, extended,
and too-hot-for-TV episodes on the “Return of the Gods” that
will leave you speechless! Also included are three
additional episodes of Jonathan’s best interviews with
the SkyWatchTV Investigative Team!
Be prepared to understand the gods like never before
as you expose their dark agendas for you and your
family!

YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Jonathan Cahn:
Return Of The Gods — Episode 1

Jonathan Cahn:
Return Of The Gods — Episode 2
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ON THE BOUNDARIES OF
OUR PHYSICAL REALITY
Dr. Thomas R. Horn, SkyWatch TV CEO
Elusive Concepts
There are several concepts in mathematics which seem to
elude any actual discovery within our physical universe.
One of these is randomness and the other is infinity. They
both deserve some preliminary tutorial comment.
Randomness turns out to be a concept which is more elusive
than most people realize. In 1955, the “grandfather” of the
“think-tanks,” the RAND Corporation,1 made a technological
milestone by publishing a book entitled, A Million Random
Digits with 100,000 Normal Deviates. A layman might pick
up a copy and discover that it was simply a collection of
five-digit numbers, and would probably assume that this was
some kind of joke or satire. Actually, it was regarded—at the
time—as a useful, practical breakthrough.
It turns out that it is virtually impossible to obtain a
significant supply of truly random numbers. Laboratory
technicians have to resign themselves to dealing with what
are actually pseudo-random numbers, because in the “real
world,” any algorithm (or procedure) to obtain a “random
number” involves non-random elements.2 The elusive quest
for a supply of truly random numbers, by those pursuing
extended simulations or other experimental pursuits, led
to the RAND milestone publication. Relying on the most

As Christians with a supernatural worldview, we often
attempt to explore the fringes—and beyond—of our
understanding of the physical universe (angels, demons,
ghosts, aliens, etc.), while sometimes not adequately
disposing of the baggage of our misconceptions and the
mythology of what we have been erroneously taught in this
age of deceit.
The puncturing of our delusions is what some might call
“a painful blessing.” That sounds like an oxymoron, but
it is absolutely vital for well-being, and a prerequisite for
maturity.
Much of what we have been taught is in error: some from
disproven myths, others from an agenda of politics and
“political correctness.” In our current culture, even the very
existence of “truth” has been abandoned rather than to persist
in the search! When we don’t fully understand a phenomena,
we wrap it in clichés and techni-speak. Metaphors reign
where mysteries reside.
(The search for truth was regarded, at one time, the primary
goal of mankind; however, having taught our children that
they are simply the result of a series of cosmic accidents,
we then wonder why they have lost any sense of destiny or
accountability!)
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advanced computers available at the time, they exhaustively
searched for—and removed—any traces of symmetry,
patterns, repeatability, or predictability of any kind. To
qualify as truly random, they had to remove any traces of
design. In the information sciences, randomness and design
are totally antithetical: they are definitively opposites. To
attribute design to random processes is an ultimate absurdity.
We live in a culture that attributes the most elegant
designs imaginable to totally random processes. A leaf,
a bird’s wing, the human eye, or our digestive system,
are virtually impossible to exhaust in an investigation
of their teleology, elegance, and function. The capstone
example is the human cell: our explorations of the DNA
are only preliminary glimpses into a design sophistication
that continues to challenge the most talented experts. To
attribute to randomness the elegance of a three-out-of-four,
error-correcting code, that apparently underlies all of life,
represents some kind of limit to credulity.
The other elusive concept we seem unable to encounter
within our physical universe is infinity.
Our Finite Universe
The great discovery of twentieth-century science was the
realization that the universe is not infinite: it is finite! (It may
be expanding, but it has a finite size.) And it had a beginning.
That’s what gave birth to the various conjectures that deal
with its inceptions: the “Big Bang”: “First there was nothing;
then it exploded.” Metaphors reign where mysteries reside.
All “work” in the universe depends on a difference in
temperature. From thermodynamics, we know that heat
flows toward cold. And it does this with less than 100
percent efficiency. (These two sentences are simplifications
of the first two “laws” of thermodynamics.) The resulting
“inefficiency” is absorbed in raising the ambient temperature.
If the universe was infinitely old, there wouldn’t be any
differences in temperature remaining. It appears to be in
the process of winding down, but it hasn’t completed that
yet. Therefore, it had a beginning. And, inevitably, when
the ambient temperature is uniform everywhere, it will,
ultimately, have an end.
The inability to confirm the existence of infinity—in either
the macrocosm of the astronomer or the microcosm of the
quantum physicist—has placed an unwelcome limit on our
cosmological speculations. Even the ambiguous comfort
of any true randomness within the physical world has now
been called into question by the new math of Chaos Theory.
(This, too, would also seem to pull the rug out from under
those who insist on ascribing the creation to an accident
of “chance.”)
It is in this dysfunctional culture, in which most people
have been misinformed about foundational concepts, that we
will be attempting to understand what we really know about
the physical reality we find ourselves in. We are stumbling
within this interval between the miracle of our origin and the
mystery of our destiny. And we are now beginning to realize
that the most critical aspects that impact our destiny lie just
outside the ostensible boundaries of the veil surrounding

only a “virtual” reality.
We will focus our inquiry in two primary directions: the
macrocosm of our universe, and the microcosm of our
existence. Using the idiom of Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian
Man to represent our “anthropic reach,” we will first explore
the macrocosm—the largeness—of our known universe:

The Macrocosm:
(Our known universe)
Size, (Largeness)

As we explore “largeness”—the macrocosm3—we also
discover that much of what we have been taught about
astronomy is now known to be in error. Sir Isaac Newton’s
Laws of Universal Gravitation elegantly codified the
mysteries of planetary motion postulated by Johannes
Kepler. However, astronomers have subsequently become
excessively addicted to looking towards gravity as the
fundamental explanation for almost everything. Many of the
contemporary speculations of astrophysics result from selfimposed myths inferred from gravitational hypotheses:
• “There is a black hole in the center of that galaxy”
(otherwise we cannot explain its level of energy output).
• “There is invisible dark matter in that galaxy” (otherwise
we cannot explain how it rotates the way it does).
• “There is 96 percent of the universe that is made up of
dark energy and dark matter we cannot see” (otherwise
clusters of galaxies would fly apart because gravity
alone can’t hold them together).
• “Pulsars are made up of strange matter” (otherwise we
can’t explain their oscillator-like behavior).
• “Photographs of connections between two objects that
have different redshifts are only chance alignments”4
(otherwise the Big Bang theories are refuted!).5
Unfortunately, most astronomers have never fully
recognized the implications of James Clark Maxwell’s
equations summarizing electromagnetism which can have
1036 times the influence of gravity alone.
To gain a grasp of the immense distances involved, let’s
examine a scale model of convenience.
The Burnham Model
Robert Burnham Jr., in his Burnham’s Celestial Handbook:
An Observer’s Guide to the Universe Beyond the Solar
System,6 suggests a convenient model to gain a grasp of the
relative scales involved among the members of our celestial
sky. (The distance from the sun to Earth is an accepted
standard called an Astronomical Unit [AU]). The number
of Astronomical Units in one light-year (63,294) happens to
be approximately equal to the number of inches in a statute
mile (63,360). In Burnham’s suggested model: One inch in
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the model will represent the distance from the sun to the extreme sensitivity to small quantum fluctuations of spaceEarth; and one mile in the model will represent one light- time affecting the positions of parts of the detector.10 It is now
year.
suspected, by some, that the Gravitational Wave Detector
The sun is about eight hundred and eighty thousand miles in in Hannover may have detected evidence of a holographic
diameter. In the Burnham model, an AU (93 million miles) is universe, a concept that was originally advanced by
represented by one inch. Thus, the sun would be represented David Bohm, a confrere of Dr. Einstein, who had a deep
by a speck .0088 in. (about 0.01 inch) diameter: a tiny speck understanding of plasma physics.11 His speculations may be
on the threshold of confirmation (which would be a discovery
smaller than the period at the end of this sentence.
All nine planets would thus fit inside a seven-foot diameter that vastly exceeds the significance of what GEO 600 was
designed for).
circle around that speck:
But these explorations of the “finite-ness” at the large end
Mercury
0.4” radius
of things—the “macrocosm”—are only a beginning. Our
Venus 		
0.7” radius
discoveries of “finite-ness” on the small end of things—the
Earth		
1.0” radius (1 “AU” by definition)
“microcosm”—result in even more challenging and bizarre
Mars
1.6” radius
strangeness.
Jupiter 		
5.2” radius
Saturn 		
9.5” radius
Uranus 		
19.2” radius
Neptune 		
30.0” radius
The Microcosm:
Pluto 		
39.5” radius
(The nature of our existence)
The nearest star, Alpha Centauri, is about the same size as
the sun, and is four-and-a-half light-years away. That equates
Size, (Smallnesss)
to an equivalent tiny speck 4.5 miles away in our model!
Let’s remember that gravitational force between two
masses equals the product of the two masses divided by the
square of the distance between them. How much influence
would gravity have on two specks of dust 4.5 miles apart? The Microcosm
Virtually, none. (If we visualized them as golf balls, they Do you have “faith” in the chair you’re sitting on? Why are
would have to be over seven hundred miles apart! Gravity you confident it will hold your weight? It may seem solid
between them would also be negligible.)
enough, but suppose someone told you that essentially there
Incidentally, in the Burnham model, our Milky Way was nothing there…that its ostensible firmness is the result
galaxy model itself would be one hundred thousand miles of an electrical simulation creating only an illusion of “solidin diameter!
ness”…
Obviously, the effects of gravity at such distances are The molecules of the materials that make up the chair
miniscule. However, the effects of electromagnetism can you’re sitting on are collections of atoms (which, of course,
be 1036 times as great! What the plasma physicists have we’ve never seen since they are smaller than a wavelength of
maintained for years is that the entire volume of our galaxy is light). Yet, let’s try to comprehend the substance of what we
filled with diffuse clouds of magnetized plasma—the fourth are talking about: Again, let’s attempt a simple illustration.
state of matter—electrically charged, ionized particles: 99
percent of all matter in the universe is in the form of plasma!7
They follow the non-intuitive laws of James ClarkAtom:
Maxwell
10-8 cm.
which most astronomers have avoided as too awkward and
inconvenient.
Atom:
10-8 cm.
A Holographic Universe?
Nucleus: 10-13 cm.
Nucleus
The GEO 600 is an ambitious project attempting to detect
-13 cm.
Nucleus:
10
8
gravity waves located near Sarstedt, Germany. Gravitational
Nucleus
waves are extremely small ripples in the structure of spacetime which had been predicted by Albert Einstein in 1916,
but have never yet been directly observed. The GEO 600,
Electron
a laser interferometer of 600 meters arm length, with its The simplest atom is that of hydrogen, which canElectron
be
sister interferometric detectors, comprises the most sensitive visualized as a nucleus (of one proton) encircled by a single
Figure 3.
Figure 3.
gravitational wave detectors ever created. They are designed electron.
to detect relative changes in distance of the order of 10 -21, This sketch is, of course, not scale. It is useful, however, for
about the size of a single atom compared to the distance us to attempt to gain an appreciation for the relative sizes
from the sun to the Earth.9
involved. The hydrogen atom is approximately 0.00000001
However, some yet unidentified “noise” present in the GEO centimeters in diameter, usually abbreviated as 10 -8 cm.
600 detector measurements might be due to the instrument’s
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The nucleus, consisting if a single proton, is approximately
0.0000000000001 centimeters in diameter, usually
abbreviated as 10 -13 cm. In linear terms, that’s a ratio of
10 -8/10 -13 which means that the diameter is 105, or one hundred
thousand times the size of the nucleus!
That may be a bit too abstract for most of us. Let’s try to
picture making a “model” of this. Let’s take a golf ball to
represent the nucleus; our “electron” would have to be over
a mile, or eighteen football fields, away!
But that’s just the linear differential. To represent this in
terms of area, we would need square that distance: length
times width. To represent this volumetrically (length times
width times height), we need (105)3 or 1015, a numerical
relationship which is virtually impossible for us to grasp! It
is the same relationship that one second would have to 30
million years!
So as I confidently trust that my chair will hold my weight,
and yet you might insist that there really “isn’t anything
there,” you would be closer to describing the actual reality
by that same physical relationship: the ratio of a mere second
to 30 million years!
As atoms bond to other atoms to make up a molecule, it
is their electrical relationships that create the ostensible
solidity (or liquidity) that we sense in the apparent reality
around us.
As we explore further the nature of the tiny particles that
create the illusion of our reality, it gets worse. The world of
“smallness” has its own, most peculiar, boundaries.

If we take any length, we assume that we can divide it in half.
We could retain a half, and then divide it again, discarding
the remainder. We take the remaining half, and divide it
again, discarding the remainder. We naturally assume that
we could—at least conceptually—do this forever, dividing
ever smaller remainders, etc. However, we would discover
that when we reach a defining minimum—known as the
“Planck length” 10-33 cm.—we would encounter any attempts
to divide that remainder would result in a property known as
“non-locality”: being connected to everywhere at once!
It has now been proven that all “non-local” particles
throughout our apparent universe are somehow intimately,
directly, connected simultaneously: negligible “travel time”
is involved between them!12
Everything we encounter: length, mass, energy, even
time—are all composed of indivisible units, commonly
designated “quanta.” This field of study is called “Quantum
Physics” and its philosophical implications can be shattering
to our presuppositions about our “reality.” We now discover
that the physical reality that surrounds us is only a virtual
simulated reality—made up of indivisible, electrically
charged particles: in fact, we exist within a digital electrical
simulation!
Hyperdimensional Implications?
One of the growing concerns, at the very frontier of our
physical sciences, is the discovery that some of the “constants”
of physics appear to be changing! The pursuit of measuring
these ostensible changes is far more challenging than might
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first appear. One of the implications of such changes is that
“Our universe may be but a shadow of a larger reality.”13 We
will designate that “larger reality” the Metacosm.14
Dr. Einstein, while grappling with the nature of space
and time, made history by recognizing that we live in four
dimensions: three spatial dimensions plus time. The reality
that time is a physical property—which varies with mass,
acceleration, and gravity, among other factors—is not only
what led to Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, it was a discovery
that totally alters our understanding of our own existence. We
no longer are restricted to the myopia of Euclidean geometry
of only three dimensions.

simplified elegantly.
Current assumptions among the quantum physicists today
is that we live in (at least) ten dimensions—four are directly
discernable, but six are only inferable indirectly since they
are “curled” in less than the shortest wavelengths of light.
(It is also rather provocative that Nachmonides, an ancient
Hebrew sage writing in the thirteenth century, concluded,
from his study of the text of the Book of Genesis, that our
universe has ten dimensions; however, only four of them
are “knowable” and six of them—in his words—were not
directly “knowable.” We have spent many millions of dollars
on atomic accelerators to arrive at an equivalent conclusion.)
(It is corollary study to discover how the biblical text
anticipates virtually all of our current technologies and
predicaments; but that’s another series for another time.
There are some biblical scholars that attribute the fracturing
of our ten-dimensional universe into 4 + 6 as a result of the
curse in Genesis 3 which will be restored in Revelation 21.
But that, too, is a topic for another time.)
It is difficult to identify practical examples of
hyperdimensional excursions outside the conceptual regions
of advanced mathematics. For example, a tesseract is a fourdimensional cube, unraveled into three dimensions. The only
place I have found an actual use of one is in Salvador Dali’s
painting Crucifixion (Corpus Hypercubus). (I was startled to
discover that he had the advanced mathematical insight so
appropriate for that application!)

Einstein’s four-dimensional space-time is curved by the
presence of matter, producing a universe whose geometry
is Riemannian rather than Euclidean, in which bodies travel
in geodesics (shortest paths) which are the curved orbits
interpreted by Newton as a result of some attractive force.
(It is interesting, and not without its own significance, that
the Apostle Paul listed the four dimensions in his Epistle to
the Ephesians.)15
It was tragic that Dr. Einstein went to his death frustrated
that he was unable to reconcile his theories with light and
other factors. If he had applied his fundamental insight by
reaching to yet higher dimensions, he might have discovered
what Theodor Kaluza and Oskar Klein (and, subsequently,
Chen Ning Yang and Robert Mills) uncovered in the following
years by going to five and higher dimensional equivalents.
Kaluza noticed that when he solved Albert Einstein’s
equations for general relativity using five dimensions, then
James Clark Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetism
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Encounters with hyperspaces—spaces with more than
three dimensions—may involve phenomena which we call
“paranormal” or “supernatural.” Paranormal events may be
the result of trans-dimensional interactions. Metaphors reign
where mysteries reside.
Such themes have become popular in our entertainments,
such as science fiction movies (Thirteenth Floor; Matrix;
et al) where the participants discover that they are simply
“program units” within a simulated virtual environment.
However, it is disturbing to discover that we, too, are
apparently in an equivalent predicament: being a pawn in a
virtual reality, being caught in a game played by others from
outside our own existence.
This puts an unusual premium on the tools and resources
we need to evaluate our true condition, and to gain a glimpse
into our own destiny. It translates our academic interest into a
prerequisite for survival. How does one calibrate or evaluate
trans-dimensional events from inside “the box”?

The Metacosm: (10 Dimensions?)
Finite Limits: A Digital Virtual Reality (4 Dimensions)

{

events? Why should we be surprised by trans-dimensional
phenomena when we get glimpses of them in cloud chambers
of the physicists? How much of our discounted history is
the record of trans-dimensional events? How much of our
understanding will rely on competence in hyperspatial
constructs and characteristics? How will our Euclidian
presuppositions limit our horizons when encountering
Riemannian geometry? What are the tools to discern between
insights and discoveries and the deceits and illusions?
Upon serious reflection, it becomes even more urgent: Is
the “metacosm” a docile place, or is it the theater of a larger
cosmic warfare? Are we the pawns or the prize? What are
our resources? What are our risks? Is one of the principle
weapons deceit? Delusions with their own agenda?
As we peruse the subsequent entries of this series, let’s
blindfold our prejudices from the myths of the past, and
let’s approach these areas with a humility borne of a broader
perspective. Let’s, indeed, take a peak outside and look
beyond the comfort of the four-dimensional playpen we’ve
been confined to…but let’s also appreciate the risks.
There may be an enormous amount of information available
if we are to have the perceptions to gain a valid perspective.
But the stakes may be far more significant than we suspect,
and they also may preempt our most cherished priorities.
“While we look not at the things which are seen, but at
the things which are not seen: for the things which are seen
are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal”
(2 Corinthians 4:18).

Microcosm
Smallness

Macrocosm

<

>

(Indivisible Units)

Quantum Physics
Subatomic Particles

Largeness
(Finite!)

Astronomy
Astrophysics

Size

The Margins of the Metacosm
Does the “Paranormal” lie within the margins between the
“Metacosm” and the virtual reality established by the digital
simulation?
Which of apparent phenomena are trans-dimensional
Endnotes
1
The time this author spent in the affiliated environment between this employer, UCLA, and the E-ring of the Pentagon, left an enduring legacy that
impacted his subsequent thirty-year career among twelve public boardrooms of America.
2
Deterministic rather than stochastic algorithms.
3
Macrocosm/microcosm is a Greek compound of μακρο- ("macro-") and μικρο- ("micro-"), which are Greek respectively for "large" and "small," and
the word κόσμος kósmos which means "order" as well as "world" or "ordered world."
4
Such as galaxy NGC 4319 and its companion Markarian 205.
5
Halton Arp (Edwin Hubble’s assistant, a long-time observer at the Mt. Palomar and Mt. Wilson telescopes: his photographs contradict the Big Bang
theories).
6
Robert Burnham Jr., Burnham’s Celestial Handbook: An Observer’s Guide to the Universe Beyond the Solar System (Dover, NY: Dover Publications
Inc., 1978).
7
Donald E. Scott, The Electric Sky: A Challenege to the Myths of Modern Astronomy (Portland, OR: Mikamar Publishing, 2006).
8
Not to be confused with the Large Hadron Collider project which we will discuss later.
9
GEO 600 is capable of detecting gravitational waves in the frequency range 50 Hz–1.5 kHz. Construction on the project began in 1995.
10
Reported in New Scientist, January 15, 2009.
11
He garnered significant sympathetic support: Roger Penrose of Oxford, the creator of the modern theory of black holes; Bernard d’Espagnat of the
University of Paris; leading authorities on foundations of quantum theory; and Brian Josephson of University of Cambridge, winner of the 1973 Nobel Prize
in physics.
12
Alain Aspect is the physicist who performed the key experiment that established that if you want a real universe, it must be non-local (Einstein’s
“spooky action at a distance”). Aspect comments on new work by his successor in conducting such experiments, Anton Zeilinger and his colleagues, who
have now performed an experiment that suggests that “giving up the concept of locality is not sufficient to be consistent with quantum experiments, unless
certain intuitive features of realism are abandoned.” “To be or not to be local” by Alain Aspect, Nature 446, 866, April 2007; “An experimental test of non-local realism” by S. Gröblacher et. al., Nature 446, 871, April 2007: also, The Journal of Scientific Exploration (Issue 21-3) by Professors Richard Conn Henry
and Stephen R. Palmquist.
13
“Are our constants constant?” The Scientific American, June 2005.
14
Meta- (from Greek: μετά = "after," "beyond," "with," "adjacent," "self"), is a prefix used in English (and other Greek-owing languages) to indicate a
concept which is an abstraction from another concept, used to complete or add to the latter.
15
Ephesians 3:18.
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THE RAGNAROK
BLOCKBUSTER BUNDLE!

In the new documentary film Ragnarok: Humanity’s Last
Stand, visionary filmmaker Josh Peck takes you on a journey
through the ancient prophecy from the Book of Revelation
about a burning mountain that falls from the sky, bringing
devastation to the world, and what scientists and
NASA have to say about it! In this explosive
documentary film you will learn: • How the
“Wormwood Prophecy” connects to our
modern age! • Whether the coming asteroid,
Apophis, could be the harbinger of destruction!
• The science, history, and prophecies,
surrounding asteroid impact! • Dr. Thomas Horn’s
full end times vision of destruction! • What NASA is saying about Apophis, and what
we can do about this threat!
You’ll also receive the behind the scenes interview Ragnarok:
Destruction Unveiled where SkyWatchTV’s own Drew Graffia
sits down with visionary filmmaker Josh Peck to talk about:
• His filmmaking process! • What goes into a project
of this magnitude! • What his initial reaction to Dr.
Thomas Horn’s end times vision was! • And what it
is like to handle such apocalyptic material!
But that’s not all!
We’re also including the never before seen exclusive content
entitled Ragnarok: Mountains of Judgment where you will take
a deep dive into the prophecy AND science behind asteroids,
and how this relates to the coming space rock named
after the Egyptian god of chaos, Apophis!
Uncover the prophecies of destruction and learn
the mysteries of the last days! This amazing DVD
collection (with a retail value of over $75) is available
ONLY through SkyWatch TV!

“Click” or call to order yours now for a donation of only $35.00 plus S/H !

Is NASA Part Of
A Cover-up With
Catastrophic
Implications?

The Return To Chaos!
Is It Wormwood,
A Spiritual Being,
Or... ?

The Enigmatic Essenes
Predict The Final
Jubilee Of Our Age!
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Dr. Thomas Horn
Shares Details Of
His End Times Vision
Of Destruction!
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THE GLIMPSES
OF GLORY GIVEAWAY!

In Glimpses of Glory from longtime pastor, media personality, and
internationally acclaimed bestselling author Carl Gallups― God’s love for
you will come alive as you walk directly into the Garden of Eden - where
Adam and Eve encountered the great tempter! You’ll be placed inside the ark,
experiencing the horror of Noah’s family as they heard the agonized
cries of their neighbors, struggling in vain to survive the deluge. The
anguish of our Savior will explode into intense reality as you witness
His struggle with human emotion on the night He was betrayed. But
that’s just the beginning! As you read along, you will: • Accompany
Joseph and Mary on the arduous journey from Nazareth to Bethlehem’s “manger”... and
beyond! • Be present at the working of Jesus’ miracles, His baptism, and labor during the
wilderness temptation! • Stand in shock at the foot of the cross, linger at the death bed of
John the disciple, and witness his entrance into final glory!… AND SO MUCH MORE!
Also, included in this amazing offer, Rabbi Zev Porat’s shocking book
Unmasking the Chaldean Spirit which details his stunning supernatural
conversion from a deeply Orthodox Jewish man to faith in Jesus Christ as
Messiah as he faced literal demonic manifestations, temptations of great
wealth to denounce his faith in Yeshua. Yet, through it all he pressed
on, with a glowing zeal for the Word of God and the people of Israel!
In this book you will: • Accompany Messianic Rabbi Porat as he
shares striking biblical and archeological discoveries along his path
to “Zion”! • Learn the foundational platform that’s behind the spiritual
warfare emanating from Israel since the earliest of humanity’s existence as Zev peels back
the Chaldean mask! • AND uncover the truth about Golgatha and the TRUE archeological
location of Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem that has been overlooked by many!
But that’s not all, in this must have collection you’ll also receive The Rabbi, the
Secret Message, and the Identity of Messiah, where Pastor Carl Gallups
tells the story of Israel’s most venerated Orthodox Rabbi, Yitzhak Kaduri, who
claimed he had met the true, soon-coming Messiah and revealed his identity
on a note to be locked away until his death! Month’s later this note
was read upon his death revealing JESUS is Messiah which ignited
a global spiritual and political firestorm... AND THAT IS JUST THE
BEGINNING!

Yours now for your donation of only $35.00 plus S/H!
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Chaldean Spirit
(Part 1)

Unmasking The
Chaldean Spirit
(Part 2)

Glimpses Of Glory
(Part 1)
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Glimpses Of Glory
(Part 2)
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THE FINAL NEPHILIM
SKYWATCH EXCLUSIVE!

In The Final Nephilim, author and researcher Ryan Pitterson details
how while many have portrayed the the Antichrist to be a charismatic,
military genius, he will actually be something far more sinister! He is
the Final Nephilim, a fallen angelic-human hybrid who will use occult
power to lure most of the world into the greatest deception in human
history.
The Final Nephilim also has special “QR” codes within the book
where you can access creative, value-added, and topically relevent
“bonus” content using your smartphone!
— Speaking of creative, value-added, and topically relevent “bonus” content...
Included is the exclusive Quantum Prophecy DVD,
where you can join SkyWatchTV’s own Josh Peck as he
sits down with Ryan Pitterson to discuss the relationship
that can be found between Quantum Physics
and several fascinating biblically prophetic
topics such as: • The Mark Of The Beast
• Ancient Antichrists • And Even Angels!
Also included are selected episodes from
Into The Multiverse for even added depth!
You will also recieve additional exclusive content
with The Assyrian DVD! Ryan Pitterson shares
details about an ancient evil who once walked
the earth and is set to not only return
up from the abyss, but also to enter
human flesh once again as well!
Learn about who this is, and the
reign of terror that has been plotted
for a long time!
ORDER YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

The Prophesied Seed Of The Serpent Is
Set To Return As... The Final Nephilim!?

The Assyrian - The Ancient Antichrist And
Foreshadow Of The Son Of Perdition,
The End Times Antichrist!
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Will The Watchers Return To “Mingle”
Their Seed With Mankind Once Again?
You Won’t Believe This!
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THE PATSKYWATCHTV
BOONE
SPECIAL OFFER!

Will you take a trip with me, a long, miraculous journey?
IF starts with God choosing a normal guy from normal beginnings, and
enabling that guy to make lots of hit records; star in major movies; host
highly rated TV shows and specials; hobnob with kings and queens,
presidents and prime ministers; father four beautiful daughters with his
beautiful wife, Shirley, and share sixty-five years of marriage, resulting in
sixteen grandkids and eleven greats (and counting); have exciting business
successes like owning a professional basketball team and a TV station;
start worldwide humanitarian organizations; and more, lots more.
But wait! Along the way, God taught this “normal guy” some supernatural
facts and lessons that can be of supernatural benefit to you!
IF you’re wondering—I was that guy, of course, and while you may or
not know my “celebrity” and public achievements, hardly anybody but my closest friends
and family know of the hardships, disappointments, and tragedies we’ve experienced. But
God has proved Himself real to us and helped us survive—and thrive—through it all! He
has showed us simple, basic truths we all desperately need. And they can make an eternal,
equally miraculous difference in your journey. IF… IF… IF…
Interested? I hope you are. I want to share my journey with you.
And yes of course, there is more!

Join the SkyWatchTV Investigative Team and the ladies of Simply HIS as they sit down
with Pat Boone in this 3-part Video Companion guide to Pat’s new book IF: The Eternal
Choice We Must All Make.
In The Big IF, famous singer, actor, and self-proclaimed “Christian Activist” Pat Boone takes
you on a trip through his illustrious career spanning over six decades! Pat shares how his
original plan for his life was that of a quiet preacher/teacher’s life but God had a different plan
that sent Pat all over the globe to dine with Kings and Queens as he shared the message of
Christ through his unique life!
YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Pat Boone Shares About Angelic Visitations,
And God’s Intervention In His Life!
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
FROM APOSTLE PAUL
IN PHILIPPIANS
Donna Howell, Defender Publishing CME
In our upcoming release, The Mystery of Jesus from
Genesis to Revelation (a three-volume work that Tom Horn
has been referring to as our “magnum opus” and “the most
important work we’ve ever published”), we take time to
focus on all of the sixty-six books of the Bible and how Jesus
appears in them. Though Jesus is absolutely and irrefutably
our central focus throughout this work, we take the time to
focus on the historical contexts of ancient cities, as well as
the believer’s relationship to God. During our research, we
stumbled upon a concept that may be unfamiliar to many
Christians…but the conclusion is one that bolsters every
single soul in the Body of Christ, providing each of them
with a deeper understanding of his or her true identity.
The following is, in part (after adjusting the text to make
it accommodate an article), from The Mystery of Jesus:
Volume 2: The New Testament.
Philippi was a city in the province of Macedonia known for
its gold mining. Its location on Via Egnatia—an important
military and commercial trade route that ran from Dyrrachium
to the West through major cities along the Aegean Sea to
Byzantium (Istanbul today) to the East—was the reason for
heavy foot traffic in the city. As it was customary for our
sweet apostle who so believed in planting churches in urban
strongholds, it’s no surprise that Philippi was, like Corinth
and Ephesus, a significant draw for large crowds including
travelers. Its resident deities were Liber (god of wine, male

Simply His

fertility, and, as the name suggests, liberty), Bendis (goddess
of hunting and the moon; the earlier, Athenian “Artemis”),
and the Thracian Rider (alternatively Thracian Horseman or
Danubian Horseman; the demigod “hero” of ancient Thrace
representing salvation). An annual festival called Liberalia
was given to honor the god Liber, and it was at this celebration
of a young boy’s maturation that the Roman “boys” became
“men” and were given the rights to vote as well as other
benefits of official Roman citizenship. This was done just
following the ceremony wherein the boys would remove
their bulla and surrender it to the gods. (The bulla was a
round, hollowed protection amulet worn by boys nine days
after birth that featured a phallic [erect male organ] symbol
representing fertility.) Archeological pursuits of history
have shown evidence of much emperor worship in Philippi,
alongside remains of the Anatolian Cybele cult (which
worshipped the Egyptian gods Isis and Osiris). In addition to
this, Philippi respected and venerated the pantheon of gods
along with the rest of Rome.
Acts 16 shows Paul’s ministry to the Philippians, including
Lydia, an important tradeswoman who mastered the rare art
of purple clothing dye—a fairly new skill at the time that this
area was legendary for. He cast a demon out of a slave girl
and got into some serious trouble with the local magistrates
who had him beaten illegally and then apologized and begged
him to leave the city after they realized he was a legitimate
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Roman citizen.
The language in this Epistle shows that Paul was in prison
when he wrote to his brethren, and the evidence tends to stack
in favor of his imprisonment in Rome. So here he is, writing
from the shackles of a cell to the early Christians. Yet this
backdrop is in sharp contrast to the central message of this
letter, which is themed on the subject of joy. If Paul could
find joy during such trying times, certainly the Christians
of Philippi—a city built around the god who embodies and
celebrates liberty and freedom—could as well.
The occasion of the letter is a cocktail of many issues Paul has
addressed in the previous letters we’ve studied: persecution,
false teaching, adherents to the Mosaic Law, and unification
of the members in their work toward the fulfillment of the
Great Commission.
He begins his letter with greetings from he and Timothy
(Philippians 1:1–2), and shares prayers and thanksgiving for
the church at Philippi (1:3–11). In this opening, we have a
crucial reminder of God’s work in us: “I thank my God upon
every remembrance of you, Always in every prayer of mine…
Being confident of this very thing, that he which hath begun
a good work in you will perform it until the day of Jesus
Christ” (1:3–4, 6). In other words, “I thank God each time I
think of you, and in every prayer I lift up on your behalf, I’m
confident that God, who has began a good work of growth in
you, will be faithful to complete what He started.”
He moves on to mention that his presence in the prison
is actually creating the opposite condition that his captors
would have imagined: The whole company of guards know
he is in shackles for the sake of Christ, and the local believers
have become bolder in their preaching of Jesus as a result. In
fact, some locals are even preaching out of jealousy, which is
not a motive Paul endorses, but it does show that his ministry
is inspiring a movement (that we now know in modern day to
have been a world-changing and irreversible one). For others,
the motive is pure, but either way, the message of Jesus is
being spread and, bondage or no bondage, Paul is rejoicing
in it all (1:12–19). Paul then makes the point that living at all
means living for Christ. To live for Him is wonderful, but to
die for Him is even better! Meanwhile, as long as Paul lives,
he is available to help increase the strength of the churches,
so though he longs to ascend to Christ’s side, He is happy to
go on living as well, so long as it means his existence on this
earth is a constant act of worship to the Savior (1:20–26). The
Philippians should understand that they are to live as citizens
of heaven, showing no fear in the face of their enemies, as
God, Himself, is the Author and the Finisher of their faith
and good works, so their own suffering is as much an honor
for them as it is for Paul (1:27–30).
If the Philippians want to receive the comfort Christ and
the Spirit give during persecution and suffering, however, it
requires them to be united in all things through love. This
is the genuine attitude of the Christ, the Messiah, who came

and condescended His own status as Deity, never worrying
about maintaining divine privileges while He willingly
died a cursed, criminal’s death. But in this supreme act of
servanthood to the Father’s plan of redemption, He was
exalted to the highest place; His Name is above all names;
every knee will bow to Him one day; and every tongue will
confess that He is Lord of Lords. This is the attitude of
servanthood that the Philippians must imitate (2:1–11).
With a great emphasis on the joy of the work, Paul exhorts
the Philippians to obey God in reverence and fear, choosing to
live lives that are wholly pleasing to God, free of squabbling
and complaint, so they will continue to be the example to a
dark and perverse world. In that very work, both Paul and the
Philippians can find their source of joy (2:12–18).
He makes a brief mention of the wonderful, tried-and-true
companion he has found in young Pastor Timothy (2:19–24),
then he commends Epaphroditus in equal praise, letting the
Philippians know he will be joining them soon at Paul’s
instruction (2:25–30).
Whatever happens from that point out, these Christians
need to rejoice in the Lord; watch for evildoers who insist
circumcision is the only path to salvation; maintain confidence
in their salvation through Christ; remember that all human
pursuits toward goodness or righteousness (like Paul’s own
years in obedience to the Law) is all worthless without
the Messiah whose work changed it all (3:1–11). Though
perfection is unattainable, and even Paul cannot proclaim he
has reached perfection, like Paul, all Christians should hold
on to the progress they have already made and press on toward
the goal of perfection in Christ. Paul contrasts this language
with haughty folks who have become enemies of the Lord in
their behaviors, and then explains that true Christians will be
recognized and lifted up into their newly resurrected bodies
with the almighty power of God (3:12–21).
What a joyous thought, indeed.
In chapter 4, Paul switches gears, exhorting his readers
to assist Euodia and Syntyche in an apparent disagreement
they are having, and to be considerate. He writes that these
believers should pray to God about everything, every single
little need, and to always rejoice and be thankful in what He
does for them. Peace comes from this relationship, and it’s a
peace that exceeds all human understanding and guards their
hearts and minds as they continue in the pursuit of following
Christ (4:2–7). It is at this point in the letter that the beloved
“think on good things” quote is shared for the first time in
history with the Philippians:
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever
things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever
things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there
be any praise, think on these things. Those things, which ye
have both learned, and received, and heard, and seen in me,
do: and the God of peace shall be with you. (4:8–9)
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As Paul wraps up his letter, he thanks them for their generous
gifts of genuine concern and financial support. Philippi was
the only church that had supported Paul in this magnitude
while he was travelling throughout Macedonia. Despite his
gratitude, however, Paul goes out of his way to ensure his
readers that he is not looking for more, because he has all he
needs. He simply couldn’t keep to himself the gratitude of
their blessings during a time when this kind of support was
important. Such a generous spirit they have, and God will
supply all of their needs as well, so all glory goes to Him
(4:10–20).
Paul signs off to “every saint in Christ Jesus” on behalf of
himself and the saints who tend to him, and says, “The grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen” (4:21–23).
Next time you’re are feeling bogged down by life and
wonder which Scriptures to turn to in order to receive the
comfort of joy in the midst of all else, consider this letter of
Paul. Whatever things are good, keep your mind occupied by
those lovely and pure thoughts. And when you’re discouraged
about your spiritual growth, always remember that the One
who began something wonderful within you will be faithful
in completing what He started. You are a wonderful work
of God—no matter what you look like; how you smell;
what your parents named you; what others have said to you;
whether you need to lose fifteen pounds, start exercising, or
quit smoking; whether or not you’re the first to sign up for the
main entrée on potluck Sundays; whether you have a good
credit score; whether you wrecked your new car as a teenager;
what job you perform on a daily basis while you struggle to
keep up with your bills, kids, and spouse; whether you’ve
achieved your dreams; whether you don’t yet know what your
dreams are; whether you’re young, middle-aged, or elderly;
what snarky comment from earlier today you still have to
apologize for; whether you still feel guilty about that secret
sin you committed last week; that kid whose feelings you
hurt on the playground when you were twelve; or any other
man-made qualifier of human value—and you will someday

reach wholeness in what God has begun in your life and in
your heart. In your Father’s view of you, you were perfectly
formed and designed even before birth, and there is no end
to the access you have to His throne while you work out your
imperfections and strive toward higher goals. You do not, as
some wrongly imply, have to have your life figured out all in
a day. Allow yourself room for mistakes, and forgive yourself
during this messy and confusing time in a human body.
You were defined at birth, when the Father created someone
He saw as a good and worthy creation.
You were refined at conversion, when the Son made you
brand new, wiping away any fault of the past and giving you
a fresh start.
You are daily redefined by the Spirit, who convicts you to
strive toward being the best person you can be while the Son
intercedes on your behalf to the Father who has loved you
from the beginning.
Defined. Refined. Redefined every day.
This is the work of the Trinity on your behalf, because each
of these three Persons holds an affection for you that can
never compare to any other affection you’ve experienced in
this lifetime. There is no greater power in the universe than
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit who have worked
together to make you great. And though you haven’t arrived
at perfection like you will when you’re given a white robe
and a seat at the Groom’s table, the One who formed you in
your mother’s womb did so even while He was devising a
plan for your life that supersedes any “whoops,” “uh-oh,” or
“oh crud” you commit along the journey. He will complete
that good work in you.
Meanwhile, take this good advice from history’s most
famous prisoner-in-chains: While you’re experiencing the
suffocating constraints of this rough world, occupy your
mind with pleasant thoughts. Let your joy be overflowing
so that, when people see what you’re facing and observe
your supernatural happiness, they say, “I want whatever
they’ve got.”
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THE WALKSKYWATCHTV
BY FAITH
SPECIAL OFFER!

We Walk By Faith... Not By Sight, is the amazing real story of
Dorothy Spaulding was a woman who had it all—successful business
woman, writer, TV personality—and then lost it all. Facing a season of
desperation, Dorothy turned back to God and went on a forty-day fast,
after which the Lord led her to walk a wooden cross from Florida to
DC, which became an eight-year journey. With no bank account, credit
cards, or income, she was forced to give God complete and total faith
for all her daily needs. This would prove to be an essential lesson on
faith as her journey across the states came to an end. When God told
Dorothy to open a Christian television station in Augusta, Georgia, she
had to believe for the needs of the station as well as the needs of her
employees. Her burden for souls now reaches the world.
Today, Tom Horn is the CEO of SkyWatch TV and Defender
Publishing. He is well known for such books as Forbidden Gates,
the Petrus Romanus series, and Zenith 2016, as well as his awardwinning documentary Inhuman. For decades, people have read his
works, watched him on nationally syndicated television, and come to
know the brain of the man who has pioneered biblical scholarly studies
in the subjects of transhumanistic sciences, the Nephilim giants and
Sons of God mentioned in Genesis 6, the Vatican’s role in eschatology,
Freemasonry, the concerning architecture of Washington, DC, and a
wide variety of other cutting-edge subjects, but many have also come
to wonder about the man behind the media. In The Boy From El Mirage, see who Tom
Horn is at the core, and what drives him to tackle the questions very few others will
address. Did he know the Lord from an early age, or was there a paramount moment
when Christ revealed Himself to Tom? And is there a powerful message in his life’s story
that is crucially relevant and applicable to all generations within the Body of Christ?
Sometimes heartbreaking, often hilarious, Nita Horn’s exquisitely told
and inspiring memoir of a poor little girl’s dreams of horses and where
that love could lead is a triumph of loss and survival, sacrifice, devotion,
acceptance, forgiveness, and finally, success. From devastation to
tenderness, from humor to warmth, from surviving poverty to discovering
an invisible God that has a plan for all our lives, No Fences is an
intimate and revealing narrative of losing dreams, getting them back,
and the faith journey in between. They say that behind every great
man there is a great woman. Finally, the woman behind SkyWatch TV
CEO Tom Horn tells her story.
YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Stay Tuned To SkyWatchTV
For Related Programing
Coming Soon!
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Coming Soon!
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THE MISFITS
GRAND GIVEAWAY!

Many of us have an inner misfit: a lonely, insecure, or out-of-place individual who
we keep buried - isolating our tru selves from our communities, families, friends,
and sometimes even the Body of Christ and our God-ordained calling. We hide
these segments of ourselves behind veils of success, wealth, charm, charisma,
humor, and other fronts. This separation keeps us from reaching our potential;
and finding the fulfillment in God’s unique plan for us. So, what can such banished
playthings from the holiday movie Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer like - The
Charlie in the Box, the spotted elephant, the square-wheeled caboose, or squirt
gun that only shoots jelly, teach us about ourselves? The answer is surprisingly
simple, but life-changing. It empowers us to discover our untapped
potential, to find our God-ordained calling, and to embrace our destiny.
Author Donna Howell picked up right where Charles left off in this thrilling sequel
to “A Christmas Carol”! Seventeen years after the evens of Dicken’s classic, we
are left with unanswered questions such as what happens when people from all
over London witness this change and hear that the motivation behind it was ghostly
visitations? Whatever becomes of Tiny Tim? New mysteries unfold when Ebenezer
must face the challenges of being daily rejected as a lunatic or revered as a spiritual
leader. Tiny Tim - not so tiny anymore - fears he is being watched by someone or
something, and a familiar looking young boy wanders into Mr. Scrooge’s office…
YOU ALSO WILL RECEIVE THESE INCREDIBLE BONUS ITEMS:

Christmas Classics contains a
compilation of nine full books,
fourteen stories in all. These classic
narratives will light your heart and
inspire you this holiday season.
Titles included are: A Christmas
Carol, Babouscka, The Shepherd’s
Story, The Shepherd Who Didn’t Go, The Gift of
the Magi, The Other Wise Man, The First New
England Christmas, Why the Chimes Rang, and
selected other short Christmas Stories!
Best-Of Defender Publishing
E-book Collection on data disc! Now
for the first time ever this must-have
assortment features 110 of the most
information packed best-selling
books in Defender history! These full
length works are in popular E-book
formats so you can read them on Kindle, E-Pub,
PDF and other hand-held electronic devices!
Valued at over $1,000 all by itself!

Order

An anthology over 20 years
in the making, Joe Horn:
This Time Around features
not only Joe Horn but the
entire Horn family! Includes
the international hit single and
2004 CCMNI Award-Winning
Borrowed Time and the military anthem Who
Will Remember Their Cause?
Directly from the SkyWatchTv
archive! This DVD is the entire
collection of programs form the
original Teens Rock television
series! Join Joe Horn and his talented
group of panelists as they discuss
important issues facing today’s
modern youth culture! Plus bonus interview
with musicians Alicia & Whitney McDermott
that includes live performances of their original
songs “So Much More” and “Try Kneelin”.

n o w f o r a d o n at i o n o f o n ly

It’s The Biggest Giveaway Of The Year!
Over $1600 In Free Merchandise!

God Prepares The Misfits
For His Ministry!
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$35.00 plus S/H !

Embrace Your Inner Misfit!
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Welcome To
The Simply His Coffee Shop !

THE BISTRO TWO-TONE CERAMIC MUG

•
•
•
•
•

Ceramic, 16 oz. capacity
Sleek black exterior with curved handle
Orange color option only for this Package
Recommended hand washing
*NOT DISHWASHER/MICROWAVE SAFE*

•
•

12 ounce
Roast Level: Medium Farm: Fincas Fimilarias
Bravo (Bravo Family Farms) Region: Siltapec,
Chiapas Region Elevation: 1,600 meters
Varietal(s): Caturra & Maragogype Process:
Natural In the Cup: Brown Sugar, Orange Zest.

CUPPA THEOLOGY COFFEE

WHISPERING PONIES RANCH SPECIAL OFFER

WPR Mug: Classic white mug with the WPR Logo!
WPR Keychain: Perfect for wrangling your keys or
as a desktop compainion!
No Fences: The memoir of Whispering Ponies Ranch
CEO and founder Nita Horn.
Camp DVD: The movie inspired by real-life testimonies
and true stories from Royal Family Kids Camps.

—

yours for a donation only

$35.00 PLUS S/H! —

THAI LEMONGRASS GINGER LEAF TEA

•
•

2 ounce, Canister
A tangy, herbal blend of light ginger and sweet
citrus fruit notes.

•

Throughout time, when it seemed mankind
was slipping irrevocably into ungodly decay, an
unexpected fresh wind of God’s presence has
been released to awaken a remnant of believers.
These revivalists and prophets in turn often
departed ecclesiastical and cultural norms to
preach the everlasting Gospel with innovative
flair, as radicals pushing back against the
darkness. Examine the Epistle of James and see
how we are ripening for a spiritual awakening
today.

RADICALS - BY DONNA HOWEL

—

$37.00 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

Why The “Simply HIS” Ladies Chose
“Healed” To Represent The “H” in H.I.S.

Why The “Simply HIS” Ladies Chose
“Inspired” To Represent The “I” in H.I.S.

Why The “Simply HIS” Ladies Chose
“Sanctified” To Represent The “S” in H.I.S.

We’r e I n S K Y WAT C H T V S T O R E .C O M

8 4 4 -7 5 0 - 49 85

The Simply His Coffee Shop
CUPPA THEOLOGY
COFFEE

•
•
•
•
•

SIMPLY HIS COFFEE SAMPLER

Four 12 ounce sealed bags
Available in Ground or Whole Bean
Fairly Traded – Agriculturally and economically
sustainable growing practices
Certified Organic* – Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or chemical fertilizers
U.S. Shipping Only

•
12 ounce sealed bag
•
Available in Ground or
Whole Bean
•
Fairly Traded
– Agriculturally and
economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Roast Level: Medium Farm: Fincas Fimilarias
Bravo (Bravo Family Farms) Region: Siltapec,
Chiapas
Region
Elevation:
1,600
meters
Varietal(s): Caturra & Maragogype Process:
Natural In the Cup: Brown Sugar, Orange Zest.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

HAND SELECTED BY THE SIMPLY HIS CAST:

Sonrise at the Ranch: Roast Level: Medium Region:
Multi-regions of Central America Varietal(s): Blend
In the Cup: Sweet Floral, Fruity, Bakers Chocolate,
Caramel.
Island Girl: A light roast costa rican coffee gives
primarily a clean and sweet flavor profile with a slight
acidity. Notes of honey, grape, citrus and molasses.
Tornado Watch: Roast Level: Dark Region: Indonesia,
Africa, South America Varietal(s): Blend In the Cup:
Strong Body; Walnut, Dark Chocolate, Sweet Pipe
Tobacco, and Dark Fruit.
Cuppa Theology: Roast Level: Medium Farm:
Fincas Fimilarias Bravo (Bravo Family Farms) Region:
Siltapec, Chiapas Region Elevation: 1,600 meters
Varietal(s): Caturra & Maragogype Process: Natural
In the Cup: Brown Sugar, Orange Zest.

—

$40.00 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

SONRISE
AT THE RANCH COFFEE

•
12 ounce sealed bag
•
Available in Ground or
Whole Bean
•
Fairly Traded
– Agriculturally and
economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Roast Level: Medium Region: Multi-regions of
Central America Varietal(s): Blend In the Cup:
Sweet Floral, Fruity, Bakers Chocolate, Caramel.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

TORNADO WATCH
COFFEE

•
12 ounce sealed bag
•
Available in Ground or
Whole Bean
•
Fairly Traded
– Agriculturally and
economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Roast Level: Dark Region: Indonesia, Africa,
South America Varietal(s): Blend In the Cup:
Strong Body; Walnut, Dark Chocolate, Sweet
Pipe Tobacco, and Dark Fruit.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

ISLAND GIRL
COFFEE

•
12 ounce sealed bag
•
Available in Ground or
Whole Bean
•
Fairly Traded
– Agriculturally and
economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
A light roast costa rican coffee gives primarily a
clean and sweet flavor profile with a slight acidity.
Notes of honey, grape, citrus and molasses.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only
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The Simply His Coffee Shop
THAI LEMONGRASS
GINGER

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
A tangy, herbal blend
of light ginger and sweet
citrus fruit notes.

•
•
•

SIMPLY HIS TEA SAMPLER

—

Four 2 ounce canisters of carefully crafted looseleaf
Brews into between 20 and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
U.S. Shipping Only

EARL GREY

HAND SELECTED BY THE SIMPLY HIS CAST:

Lemongrass Ginger: A tangy, herbal blend of light
ginger and sweet citrus fruit notes.
Earl Grey: Fragrant Italian Bergamot is paired with
fine Orange Pekoe teas from China, India, and Sri
Lanka with notes of sweet orange, tangerine, and a
hint of lemon zest.
Irish Breakfast: Grown at elevations of 1,000 to
2,000 feet gives this Estate Orange Pekoe blend a
smooth and balanced flavor. Wonderful alone, or with
a spot of milk to start your day.
Spicey Earl Grey: Classic Earl Grey combined with
chai spices provides a spicy yet surprisingly smooth
blend.

—

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

—

$32.00 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Fragrant Italian Bergamot
is paired with fine Orange
Pekoe teas from China,
India, and Sri Lanka with
notes of sweet orange,
tangerine, and a hint of
lemon zest.

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

yours for only

IRISH BREAKFAST

—

Simply His
MANGO TANGO

—

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
A
bright
combination
of mango and delightful
tropical
fruits
dance
together in a lively loose
leaf black tea blend that
is naturally sweetened by
the fruits themselves.

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Grown at elevations of
1,000 to 2,000 feet gives
this Estate Orange Pekoe
blend
a
smooth
and
balanced flavor. Wonderful
alone, or with a spot of
milk to start your day.

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

SPICY EARL GREY

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Classic
Earl
Grey
combined
with
chai
spices provides a spicy
yet surprisingly smooth
blend.

—

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

The Simply His Coffee Shop

THE BISTRO TWO-TONE CERAMIC MUG

• Ceramic, 16 oz. capacity • Sleek black exterior with curved handle • Choose from 4 interior color options
• Recommended hand washing *NOT DISHWASHER / MICROWAVE SAFE*

—

yours for only

$10.00 EACH PLUS S/H EACH! —

THE SIMPLY HIS COMPLETE 4 MUG SET
(MUG DETAILS ABOVE)

•

Includes one each of the 4 interior color options!

—

yours for only

$30.00 PLUS S/H! —

“SIMPLY HIS”
TEAL FOIL T-SHIRT

•

TEAL FOIL “SIMPLY HIS” T-SHIRT

•
•

Bella Canvas T-Shirt with Teal Foil “Simply His”
Logo with Coverstitched Collar and Sleeves
Ash is 99/1 airlume combed ring spun cotton/
polyester
Shoulder-to-shoulder taping
Retail Fit, Unisex Sizing, Adult Sizes Only

•
•
•
•
•

Ceramic, 16 oz. capacity
Sleek black exterior with curved handle
Green color option only for this Package
Recommended hand washing
*NOT DISHWASHER/MICROWAVE SAFE*

•
•

12 ounce, Ground
Roast Level: Medium Region: Multi-regions of
Central America Varietal(s): Blend In the Cup:
Sweet Floral, Fruity, Bakers Chocolate, Caramel

•
•

2 ounce, Canister
A bright combination of mango and delightful
tropical fruits dance together in a lively loose leaf
black tea blend that is naturally sweetened by the
fruits themselves

•

—

•
Short Sleeve T-Shirt
with Teal Foil “Simply His”
Logo with Coverstitched
Collar and Sleeves
•
Ash is 99/1 airlume
combed ring spun cotton/
polyester
•
Side seams
•
Retail Fit, Unisex
Sizing, Adult Sizes Only
More sizing information is
available at the linked site
yours for only

Simply His
PROGRAM
ARCHIVE LINK

THE BISTRO TWO-TONE CERAMIC MUG

“SIMPLY HIS”
BLACK & WHITE T-SHIRT

SONRISE AT THE RANCH COFFEE

•
Grey T-Shirt with
Silvery “Simply His” Logo
with White Strips on Sleeves
•
5 oz., 60/40 combed
ring spun cotton polyester
•
Black/White and White/
Black are 100% combed
ring spun cotton
•
Adult Sizes and Youth
Sizes available More sizing
information is available at
the linked site

MANGO TANGO LOOSE LEAF TEA

—

$49.00 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

$28.00 PLUS S/H! —

—

yours for only

$28.00 PLUS S/H! —
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THE HANDMAIDENS
CONSPIRACY COLLECTION!

In the amazing book The Handmaidens Conspiracy, Reverend
Donna Howell uncovers the cultural and historic backdrop behind Paul’s
words in the New Testament that correct the record on some of the
most misinterpreted scriptures in modern history in relation to women,
their leadership role in the church, and helps you to understand properly
what Paul was responding to when the Epistles were written! In The
Handmaiden’s Conspiracy you will: • Follow the cultural and
historical backdrop behind Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians and
1 Timothy — the “trouble verses” in relation to the issue of
women’s leadership in the church! • Discover what the original
Greek nouns and adjectives meant in Paul’s “greeting” orders
and meet the unsung heroines that Paul addressed as his co-workers in ministry such as
Phoebe, Priscilla, Junia, and several others! • Reflect upon the women Jesus knew, both
from Scripture as well as in person, and the groundbreaking, permanent changes He made
regarding their rights, their value, and their role in delivering his message to the world!
Also, included in this special offer, Allie Henson and Reverend Donna
Howell’s shocking written exposé “Dark Covenant” which details how
the masses are being groomed to embrace the unthinkable while leaders
of organized religion make a deal with the devil! In this jaw-dropping
book you will learn: • How the church is being groomed to embrace the
unthinkable in preparation for the enforcement of the mark of the beast!
• How the true body of Christ is being slowly positioned to be
considered a public enemy, with the Bible labeled as hate speech
and possibly soon prohibited! • How much of western Christianity
has actually become a cult! • And, what the TRUE body of Christ
can do to survive the modern assault on Christianity!
But that’s not all, in this must have collection you’ll also receive “The
Dark Covenant Companion DVD”! Join Reverend Donna Howell, Allie
Henson and the SkyWatch Investigative team for this original 4-Part
series on DVD! This eye-opening expose is an essential
teaching tool that is already sending shockwaves through the
western religious establishment and is certain to help ready
the true remnant of God with the tools needed to navigate
the coming days of persecution!

YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Have Erroneous Bible Discover The Forgotten A Woman Preaching In
Translations Hijacked A
And Unsung
A Christian Chuch...
Movement Started By
Women Of The Bible!
What Does The Bible
Jesus Christ?
Actually Say?

S K Y W AT C H T V S T O R E .26C O M

Theologian:
Jesus Himself Started
The First Women’s
Liberation Movement!
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THE SATURN’S
REIGN PROPHECY PACKAGE!

Raised in a Jewish home with a deep hunger for understanding,
Messianic Rabbi Eric Walker searched for the answer as to why
Genesis 3:15 was never addressed in the Tenach (Hebrew Bible).
It became a lifelong passion in his search for the real truth as
he came to the Lord at age forty-five. In his book 3:15 - The
Genesis Of All Prophecy, you will • Learn how God’s first
prophecy impacts every chapter of Scripture • See how
Satan’s plan to eliminate the Jews would have catastrophic
consequences • Recognize how insidious and pervasive
Satan’s agenda has invaded every sphere of influence
• Have the scales fall from your eyes and see how history
has chronicled the adversary’s every move and no one saw it • Be empowered by
the Holy Spirit to play an important part in defeating this diabolical agenda • Be
compelled to make choices like you have never had to make before!
A new age began December 21, 2020. The Great Conjunction—a
meeting in the sky of the planets Jupiter and Saturn—heralded the
Age of Aquarius, a new golden age ruled by Saturn, the old god
who once reigned over a world of peace and plenty. It’s a lie. In
The Second Coming Of Saturn, the latest groundbreaking book
from author and researcher Derek P. Gilbert, you will discover:
• Why Lucifer is Saturn, not Satan! • Evidence that Saturn
was the leader of the rebellious “sons of God”! • The
identity of Apollyon, the angel of the bottomless pit! • The
connection between Mount Hermon and the Mount of
Olives! • Hidden Bible prophecies of God’s final judgment
on Saturn and the Watchers!
In the exclusive The Second Coming of Saturn DVD,
author and researcher Derek Gilbert takes you personally
through ALL 33 chapters in a deep-dive study guide into his
paradigm shifting new book The Second Coming
of Saturn. Included with the complete chapter
breakdowns are views of the relevant ancient
artifacts, maps, and more, all directly from the
source! Don’t miss out on having this incredible
resource for yourself!
YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Is The Return Of
“Old Saturn’s Reign”
Upon Us?

Mount Hermon, The
Mount Of Olives, And
The Angel Of The
Bottomless Pit!

The War Against
The Serpent And
The “Genesis Of All
Prophecy”

S K Y W AT C H T V S T O R E .27C O M

Satan’s Ancient And
On-going War Against
The Jewish People!
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A Note To Consider: Why are there four Gospels?
All four Gospels were penned by men who were responding to audiences of their day who were
confused about the Messiah for various reasons rooted in their vastly different cultures and
backgrounds. Therefore, while each of the Gospels may address the same historical events, each is
packaged in ways to best answer the questions of diverse people groups:
Matthew wrote to the Jews, primarily. He understood more than the other Gospel authors what
the Jews expected from their Messiah, and why they couldn’t believe in Him after He appeared in
a way that was so different than what anyone had anticipated. Matthew’s book serves as a sort
of “bridge” between what was written in the Old Testament and the fulfillments of it in the New
(which is why it is the first Gospel in the canon).
Mark’s writing style is intense. His “Gospel of action” (with words like “immediately,” “as soon as,”
“at once,” and “quickly”) reflect the Roman appreciation for a fast-moving story filled with a central
Character who embodies power and action. This is one of many reasons that scholars identify the
Romans as his audience.
Luke was a Gentile who wrote to the Greeks. As the Gentiles were about to be included in the
promises of God, and the Greeks were an enormous population of Gentiles, then a Gospel explanation
of who Jesus was and what He accomplished was needed for that audience. This explains why
Luke’s book emphasizes salvation for all. Luke also covers events that happened before the other
Gospel narratives begin. No doubt this instruction about Jesus’ background and personality would
appeal to the Gentiles and to the Greeks, whose former theology was well accustomed to the idea
of “god-men” (like Hercules).
John’s Gospel is heavily theological. The early Church did not have the New Testament. Jesus’ work
on the cross was brand new. John’s Gospel was, therefore, a sort of training manual for the early
Church that explained not only what happened to a historical Man-God named Jesus, but also who
He was and is in His eternality—before His birth, and after the cross. The Gospel of John’s true
audience was anyone who believed in Him and wanted to tell others about Him responsibly. Since
that also includes modern Christians, it’s safe to say that, in God’s miraculous providence, John’s
Gospel was written for all people and all times.
— Donna Howell
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WPRSKYWATCHTV
TRAIN
FUNDRAISER!

Tom And Nita Desscribe A
Once In A Lifetime Opportunity!

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY—HELP US BUY THIS TRAIN FOR
WHISPERING PONIES RANCH

Greetings friends of SkyWatch TV and Whispering Ponies Ranch (WPR). Every
year, more than 3.2 million children in America are sex-trafficked, abused,
abandoned, or neglected. One in seven Americans are sexually abused as
children. Tragically, 1,500 to 2,000 children die each year at the hands of their
caretakers. And the remainder are simply (sadly) disregarded or experience a
combination of these abuses.
But there is hope for many of these victims through the partnership that
Whispering Ponies Ranch (WPR) holds with YOU and the Royal Family Kids
Camps (RFKC) and Teen Reach organizations. Since 1985, RFKC has been offering
week-long specialized restoration camps and follow-up mentoring specifically
designed to restore children of abuse who have become wards of the state. In
the past, some kids could not benefit from these special services due to the
cost-preventative nature of per-child campgrounds’ expenses. BUT AT WPR, ALL
AMENITIES—from food services and lodging to expert recreational staff—ARE
PROVIDED AT NO COST, which means no child ever has to be turned away. We can
only do this because of supporters like you!
AND GUESS WHAT!? WE NOW HAVE A VERY LIMITED TIME OPPORTUNITY
TO FULFILL A DREAM AND PURCHASE AT HUGE DISCOUNT (MORE THAN
50% OFF NORMAL COSTS) THE HIGHEST QUALITY TRACKLESS TRAIN FOR
TRANSPORTING THE KIDS TO THE FISHING POND AND ELSEWHERE ON THE
GROUNDS!
This train was built for Disney and has less than 100 hours on it! It won’t be
available long, and Tom and Nita Horn are paying for the locomotive (the most
expensive part) but cannot afford the balance of $50,000 for the excellent
coaches. So please make whatever donation you can by scrolling through the
options above and THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR BLESSING THESE NEEDY
CHILDREN THIS CHRISTMAS SEASON!

click here to donate!
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MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE
RANCH: WE GOT OURSELVES
A PETTING ZOO!
Nita Horn, Whispering Ponies Ranch CEO

As we come closer to the end of 2022, I want to take a few
minutes to review and share a few highlights from this year,
starting with the announcement of our granddaughter Kate’s
decision to join the ranch and head up our new petting zoo.
Why have a petting zoo? you may ask.
There is a lot of psychology behind the purposes of a
petting zoo, but for the sake of space in the magazine, I will
highlight only a few.
Healing Impact
First of all, children can certainly benefit from petting and
interacting with nonjudgmental, agenda-free, unpretentious,
and unassumingly-loving animals…and so can adults. (I’ve
seen it happen here many times, and the testimonies of such
exchanges would fill twenty magazines at least.) This year,
more than ever, this is especially true as we have added
new (and adorable!) animals to the ranch. Tom and I want
to create as many platforms as possible upon which people
can increase positive experiences within their memories—
or, as I like to say, “Happy thoughts!” So, we have created
an exotic, educational, and inspirational setting that bolsters
healing within those of all ages who have faced past trauma.
There is also something unexplainably powerful about the
hands-on touching of God’s creation. When children are
visiting with and connecting to these innocent little critters,
they are often drawn to the reality and/or concept of trust
between animals and humanity when “touch” occurs. The
trust mechanisms inherent within these kiddos at birth have
been severely broken through prior suffering, so petting an
animal can sometimes be the first inkling of restoration in
that area—potentially (and hopefully!) leading to a child’s

™

ability to open up to another “two-legged animal” (a person,
in case my horse-ranch speak wasn’t clear) in the future.
In addition to that, “Variety,” as the old adage says, “is the
spice of life”!
Jus’ sayin’…
I’ve seen occasions where one child may establish an easy
connection with horses, while another is drawn to goats,
dogs, or cats, etc., so a “spicy variety” of animals is what
we’re ultimately after in the interest of having “that perfect
companion” for every visitor’s individual experience. (I
imagine you are most likely thinking about your favorite
personal animal connection as you read this, so you’re likely
already familiar with the reason we have behind the need for
“different strokes for different folks.”)
Then there’s the lessons embedded in ranch life that stick
with a person long-term: Kids are always watching, and even
when they can’t fully articulate what they’ve learned, the
environment surrounding a child is constantly teaching them
something about life that manifests later on into a lesson
they (perhaps even subconsciously) refer back to in years to
come. Even the animal kingdom has a sense of community. In
every paddock of two or more horses, there is the “leader of
the pack” or “alpha” alongside the follower(s). Did you know
that alpacas will sleep in shifts so that one of them is always
watching out for the rest of the herd? And in case you didn’t
know, horses do a similar thing. So, through observing this
natural “community” instinct, kids are able to comprehend
what they may have been missing in their own fragmented
life: the model of the family unit, unfettered love, security,
safety, leadership, protection, and so on. The more this can
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be seen through the repeat examples of varying species of
animals, the more solid the message lands on the observer
that this is not simply “a horse thing” or “an alpaca thing,”
but a necessary, healthy order that God instilled within all
His creatures, including His magnum-opus creation: man.
Well, and women, of course, which brings us back to Kate.
How It All Started
From the moment she began walking and talking, Kate
began to emerge as the resident “Steve Irwin” of the family,
digging deeply into a vast array of knowledge regarding
animals—those on land and in water, as well as the contrast
between domestic and wild. This impressive grey-matterdatabase of Kate’s spans every fathomable subject: from
animal psychology and the behavioral patterns behind them
(at times including the “nature vs. nurture” debate), to diet
and individual species’ care needs, to genetics and multigenerational breeding, and beyond. (Her expertise in marine
biology showed its colors during a beach trip a year or so
ago when another grandchild of mine was stung by some
weird, stingray-looking thing I’d never seen before. Kate
ran to the scene and explained immediate follow-up care for
the wound, having already studied this particular creature’s
threat to humans, the nature of the sting as it enters a person’s
bloodstream, how long until more nefarious symptoms set
in, etc., and wouldn’t you know it… When the medical staff
of the closest emergency room received us in for care, they
confirmed every detail of Kate’s expertise!)
Having prolifically and expertly retained everything she’s
learned—a savant, I tell you, for real!—it’s clear that animals
are Kate’s calling and passion (well, obsession, really…).
By her very own nature, and quite possibly genetics passed
down from me (you know what they say about the apple not
falling far from the tree), Kate shares the same dream I’ve
always had to work with any and all sorts of animals for the
purposes of carrying out the true “dominion” we have over
God’s creation (Genesis 1:26–28), and the ideal relationship
mankind should have with them in that interest.
For this and countless other reasons, a few months ago, Kate
joined the ranch full-time. Tom and I immediately put her to
task researching the possibility of creating a small, farmoriented petting zoo. After a few weeks, she brought a list
of what she called “the best petting zoo animals for what we
want to do.” Among the candidates were alpacas, miniature
cattle, goats of all sizes, baby-doll sheep, rabbits, and, of
course, a couple of watch dogs. The list went on to cover
the basic needs, grooming techniques, dietary concerns,
health care, and shelter needed for each prospect. Tom and
I were very impressed at how seriously she had taken her
assignment. We had been wanting to build a petting zoo for
some time, but we wanted to accomplish it responsibly. No
doubt, once we saw what Kate had compiled, we were sold
on the idea that she was the one to see this through, so the
green light was granted. Kate and I began accumulating
those animals that we felt were a right fit for our purposes
on the ranch. (That said, don’t let anyone fool you!: Tom is

the true enabler in this story, as he fed us information daily
on all kinds of animals from that day forward, which fueled
the animal passion we all share!)
A Growing Herd
Alpacas were the first to join the newly changing “herd.”
Not two, not three, but four of them—all female! Although
they have registered names, we assigned them “barn names”
(a lot more fun than registered names and much easier for kids
to remember) such as: Granny (being the oldest), Mamma
(because she is the mamma of Eyebrows), Eyebrows (for
her cute little white face), and Baby (the youngest, at eight
months old when we brought them home). These little gals
are very responsive to the young visitors of our ranch and,
unlike our horses, the kids are encouraged and allowed to
feed them out of their hands, making a wonderful, hands-on
experience for children that may be the very thing needed to
bring their memories back when they felt God’s love for the
first time in their lives.
Then came Ferdinand, a miniature ZEBU steer. What a
character he is! As a former petting-zoo animal, he’s a very
social little guy and absolutely loves people. He has one
attribute for which he earned his nickname, “El Mi Lamio,”
which, in Spanish, means, “he licked me”! Truth be told, he
comes by it honestly, because to know him is to get licked by
him. But, more accurately, to know Ferdinand is to love him;
he is so sweet and adorable. Everyone enjoyed Ferdinand
during the summer, including many of the adults.

Sometime along the way we added a handful of goats: two
miniature Nigerian boys we named Buttons and Banjo. Very
sweet little guys—easy to catch and pet—and like the alpacas,
feeding them out of your hand is a memorable experience.
A few days later, another miniature Nigerian goat was
donated to the ranch: a three-legged female momma called
Lupe with her newborn twin kidlets, Lightning (female) and
Thunder (male). Sadly, Thunder did not survive. However,
Lightning is thriving, and she has become our favorite lapgoat, bringing more smiles from kids this past summer than
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you can count. More recently, Billy Valentino—a larger companion for Ferdinand, as well as some rabbits and a
Nubian goat—has joined the entourage, claiming the role of couple of herd/watch dogs.
WPR’s “new puppy”; he comes to Kate just like an excited A Purpose Provided
puppydog whenever she comes calling.
Above and beyond the benefits already mentioned, the
petting zoo has provided a wonderful opportunity for our
special-needs animals to live a life of purpose. Over time, we
have acquired a few horses and one donkey who have specific,
complicated physical challenges which require special care.
These are animals that are no longer able to work or pull a
cart due to sickness, deformities, or retirement. It was always
the plan that they would remain here on the ranch until they
enter that great barnyard in the sky, receiving love and care
as God’s creatures. But now, thanks to the addition of the
petting zoo, they have a place to be involved in being loved,
petted, and appreciated as a vital part of our therapeutic
amenities!
Currently, we are planning the final construction phase to
the arena: a large, upgraded barn to house these sanctuary
animals…but that’s not all we have in “the cooker” for the
coming seasons…
Whispering Ponies Ranch Presents “Friends of the
Children” Playground
The “Friends of the Children” (a name Tom assigned to our
sponsorship partners) have helped us build the initial phase
of this playground. It opened only a week before the first
summer camp this year. In 2023, we will be adding a lowgrounds obstacle course to its features that will highlight a
miniature zipline, a lateral climbing wall, an ADA (Americans
with Disabilities Act) swing, and other elements upon which
kids can learn team-building concepts and skills. (Friends of
the Children was honored during a special banquet held here
at the ranch just a few days ago, and it was a blessing to see
where all these ministry efforts are going, and the lives this
property is touching in the Name of Christ!)
Be watching for further updates on the playground, and a
sneak peek on the upcoming “Pony Gulch Project” (where
imagination comes to life)!
Pony Gulch—In Progress Now!
Planning and construction of WPR’s Old West community,
“Pony Gulch,” is in the first phase now. With only the barebones beginning of the construction completed at this time,
it already resembles elements of such theme parks as Knott’s
Berry Farm and Branson’s Silver Dollar City—where
cowboys, cowgirls, prospectors, blacksmiths, trading-post
settlers in their modest grocery stores, and other characters
transport visitors to a bygone era of innocence. Phase two
involves the raising of a Native American settlement (with
true-to-form tipis) and the addition of a Mexican village,
along with such attractions as “Diamond’s Mine” and
Next on the list were two adorable, fluffy, little baby-doll
“Gemma’s Exchange” (named after our local pony-ranch
sheep: Dunkin’ (white male) and Donut (black female).
celebrities).
Both are still a bit shy, but quickly they’re becoming very
More information on Pony Gulch and all its imaginative
approachable.
features is coming soon. Stay tuned!
At the time of this writing, we are actively looking for a
—Nita and Tink
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THE ARMAGEDDON
COLLECTION!

The forces of light and dark lining up for battle, it is time for the warriors of God to
realize that WE ARE AT WAR!

With decades of personal military experience on the battlefield, as well
as the supernatural realm, U.S. Army Colonel David Giammona and
Pulitzer Prize-Nominated journalist Troy Anderson will equip believers
like YOU to be battle ready for the days ahead! Their new book The
Military Guide To Armageddon is an end-times training manual which
will teach you how to:
• Counter the darkness of approaching evil forces
• Operate on a new level of spiritual warfare following
biblical and military principles
• Prepare for the intersection of biblical prophecy with
real-time world events
• Develop your spiritual gifts to walk in the supernatural
power & protection of the Holy Spirit
You’ll also receive the 2-disc DvD The Final Countdown!
Now you can sit down one on one with Dr. Horn as he details
the vision God gave him about the coming messenger, the
Apophis asteroid headed toward earth as we speak, and the
Revelation 8 destruction that is starting it’s final countdown at
this very moment...plus his mind-boggling revelations of the
Vatican's secret plan for an Alien Savior... and the Evil Gene and
Lucifer Effect! Also included on disc 2, Allie Anderson Henson
and Donna Howell present shocking information on the hidden
meaning behind the biblical feasts connected to the first advent… and SECOND COMING...
of Jesus Christ!
But thats not all! Also included in this incredible offer is the
brand new unreleased DvD Welcome to Armageddon where
Col. David Giammona preaches a fiery sermon on “Counting the
Cost” to becoming an end times soldier of God! This amazing
DVD also includes special interview featuring Troy Anderson as
he sits with a 1on1 with the Colonel as they discuss their book
The Military Guide To Armageddon and how to be strong and
courageous in these trying times!
Become fully equipped and trained in the weapons of spiritual
warfare, walk in the power of the Holy Spirit, and prepare yourself and your family for the
coming days of tribulation! Sold separately these items hold a retail value over $90,
yours now for your donation of ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Col. David Giammona & Troy Anderson The Military Guide To Armageddon (Part 1)

Col. David Giammona & Troy Anderson The Military Guide To Armageddon (Part 2)
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THE GREATSKYWATCHTV
DELUSION
SPECIAL OFFER!

For over a decade, the SkyWatch Team (SkyWatchTV, SkyWatch Films,
& Defender Publishing) has been carefully and quietly collecting private
research into the UFO/UAP and alien abduction phenomena. Finally, these
findings are being revealed on DVD in The Great Delusion:
The Second Coming Of Earth’s Oldest Enemy. From Josh
Peck, the visionary mind behind the multiple award winning film
Silent Cry: The Darker Side of Trafficking, now comes the
explosive documentary film concerning the rich history of the
extraterrestrial question, where the Official Disclosure Movement
is today, and what is coming our way in the next several years. Be prepared to have your
paradigm radically shifted after viewing:
• Why the Vatican is in possession of a telescope named L.U.C.I.F.E.R.
• How the Fatima Apparition is connected with UFO sightings
• Why the ancient and mysterious Anasazi suddenly disappeared from the historic record
• How alien abductions might be connected with chapter 6 of the Book of Genesis
• What mankind’s history is with UFOs
• Why we are now starting to see official disclosure
• If there is a secret alien/human hybridization program being conducted right now
• If there is a connection between aliens and supernatural entities such as demons and
fallen angels
• The amazing biblical prophecies that may point to an approaching UFO/UAP invasion
• What we can do to prepare for what’s ahead

With Vatican officials confessing to know of interactions between high-ranking
government officials and our “alien brothers,” the general public is being conditioned
not only to accept aliens as the more advanced and knowledgeable of Jesus’ “other
sheep.” Are we likewise also being conditioned to accept the arrival of an
ancient evil reborn in human flesh... the “Star God?” Could it be that this
star “god” is not fully a god but instead a human inhabited by the spirit
of the fallen Lucifer himself? Or will he be the ultimate transhumanist’s
dream, part human, part deity, just like the genetic hybrid Nephilim of old?
Look into these issues, and more, with the Rome and the Star God DVD!
In the information packed Astrobiology DVD presentation, the late author Cris
Putnam unpacks the assumptions of astrobiology and the Vatican’s uncanny interest
in extra-terrestrial life. Since 1992 four Jesuit astronomers have expressed a desire to
baptize ETs into the Catholic church. In May, 2014 Pope Francis shocked the
world by following suit remarking that even ETs might ask to be baptized.
Is this all just tongue in cheek or do they know something we don’t? In
light of two Vatican sponsored astrobiology conferences (2009-2014) many
suspect they do. Learn what the media isn’t telling you about UFOs and the
Vatican’s Plan for ET disclosure.

These

can be yours for a donation of only

The Great Delusion Is Here And Many
Will Be Deceived!

What Are Aliens? Angels... Or Demons?!
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$35.00 plus S/H !

With Our Government Confirming UFOs,
What’s Next?
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EDENS ESSENTIALS’ NAC DID WHAT!?
Allie Anderson, Investigative Journalist
Donna Howell’s youngest child, who simply goes by the
nickname “Sissy” or “Sis,” was born with an unusual,
mysterious condition effecting her respiratory system.
Certainly, when it comes to conditions that a person inherits
from birth, it could be much worse, and we are all very
grateful that her situation isn’t worse than it is. However,
James and Donna Howell have not gone without seasons of
major headache as a result of whatever these symptoms are
linked to.
When Sissy was about two months old, she began coughing
uncontrollably. The cough was so intense (even at that young
age) that a score of multiple doctors (including natural
professionals specializing in supplements) warned the
Howells about the possibility of it escalating to Whooping
Cough, which can render the patient deaf if it is not curbed
right away (among other frightening side effects). Over and
over again, the Howells sought help from the medical field
only to be given the most frustratingly vague advice. One
rumor clinging to the medical world around the time Sissy
was born (that the Howells heard repeatedly) was that a baby
doesn’t develop allergies until after they are around two years
of age. With allergies (supposedly) ruled out, other cough

conditions were considered, but none officially diagnosed.
The cough was ravaging, and I was there to watch the
entire time as my precious, sweet niece came to every
family function (BBQs, Christmas, birthday parties, etc.),
often arriving with a smile on her face and a cough in her
lungs. While the rest of the kids ran and played, Sis was
always struggling to keep up, reporting throat pain from
the ceaseless, wracking convulsions, and when it got bad
enough, the physical strain of the cough led to vomiting
immediately after meals as a result of the involuntary
contractions of the stomach muscles. When no answer was
ever found, our family began referring to her condition as
“the mystery cough.”
Our whole family, from the Howells to cousins to aunts
and uncles and grandparents and so on, began to dread the
infamous words “mystery cough”—not that Sissy was any
bother to us, but we knew very well the challenge that the
Howells were facing and we felt unable to help them in any
way while they swam the sea of doctors who continued to
respond: “Well, we don’t really know what’s going on. She
doesn’t appear to have anything wrong with her, so maybe
just take her home and make sure she gets a lot of fluids.”
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When the practitioners were told that she would cough the
fluids up, they didn’t have much else to say.
In every other way, Sis was a normal, healthy little girl,
but because of this one constant set of symptoms, the
quality of her life was challenged. Schools and daycares felt
uneasy having her around because they never knew whether
she was contagious or if she was simply plagued by “the
mystery cough.” Donna was called during the work day
a vast number of times to come and pick her daughter up
when “the mystery cough” led to vomiting after lunch. The
Howell house was up throughout the night countless times
changing soiled bedding (coughing until she vomited in her
sleep) and holding the sweet girl through the worst of “the
mystery cough.” Church services were impossible to attend
many times because the Howells couldn’t bring Sissy into
the sermons—or leave her with the leaders of the church’s
children’s programs—because of “the mystery cough.”
Eating out at restaurants was a gamble because nobody knew
when “the mystery cough” was going to attack. Everything
was about “the mystery cough,” “the mystery cough,” “the
mystery cough,” with the rest of us all wondering helplessly
if an answer could ever be found.
Then COVID-19 hit…
As you can imagine, the Howells were, at least initially
(in those first months), terrified about the possibility of their
daughter contracting a case of the coronavirus. Although the
rumor didn’t last long, someone in the government let it slip
that the virus had morphed and become a kid-killer. Sissy
was, in the minds of her parents, compromised, based on
what the news was claiming every day during that season.
But what may have been the bigger issue was how the
general public began to react around her. What had been
quickly explained away as a “chronic cough” prior to the
pandemic—resulting in the proverbial “Ahh, I see” from
other parents who proceeded to share their own well-meaning
but unsolicited stories of horror about a child they knew
that fell fatally ill with similar symptoms—soon became
an unnecessary panic. Folks would see her struggling to
breathe behind a mask amidst cough spasms in the grocery
store, gas stations, or wherever (Donna having no choice
many times but to take her), and they would physically
distance themselves from her with an expression of fear
and anxiety. In those moments, when Donna explained it
was an unrelated, ongoing condition from birth, the former
“Ahh, I see” turned into, “Uh-huh, but what if it’s COVID?!”
followed by, again, their own well-meaning but unsolicited
stories of horror about a child they knew that fell fatally ill
with similar symptoms (sometimes, but not always, linked
[whether verifiably or erroneously] to the pandemic). For
many months, Donna felt like the Jewish ancients who ran
through crowds on the streets shouting “Unclean! Unclean!”
As of a year and a half or so ago, Sissy was still effected by the
“mystery cough.” She was older by this time, and our family
corporately agreed that she would benefit from attending an
annual women’s conference that Donna, Katherine Horn,
Nita Horn, and I go to every spring. She was doing alright at

first, having been placed on a strict regimen of supplements
that bolster lung and respiratory health for the last couple
years, but when the conference production team decided
that an overwhelming number of their services had to begin
with a (totally unnecessary) pyrotechnics barrage, Sissy was
reduced to some of the worst coughing I’ve ever seen. (This
was only in part due to her strange condition. Many of the
ladies that went with us that year also had trouble breathing,
and later the leadership behind the conference openly
admitted that the ventilation system had gone out, but they
went forward with their exorbitant amount of fireworks and
explosions anyway, causing a constant cloud of smoke in the
main auditorium that bled into the rest of the building.) Each
session began with Sissy sitting next to me and, for her, ended
ten minutes in when Donna once again had to escort her to
“the baby room” in the hallway outside (a major bummer for
Sissy’s first women’s conference experience!). This “baby
room” had a television, but no volume, as its purpose was
for mamas to let their little ones nap during services; Donna
had to spend several teaching sessions walking the hallways
to find anyone on staff that knew how to turn up the volume,
but because that meant she had to take Sissy and wander
the smoke-clouded building, climbing stairs, waiting for one
staff member after another to call someone else over a radio
who knew how to work the TV, they didn’t have any idea
what the teachers were saying until the last sermon when
the controller was finally located. For the two or three times
we tried to make it work in the auditorium, there was a
significant number of women around us inching away and
staring uncomfortably, no doubt believing that our little girl
was contagious with “the rona.” (A few times, I whispered
an explanation to those close by, and it helped a little, but
it was still far too distracting for her to participate, so she
remained excluded the entire weekend in a room built and
maintained for “babies”…) It was heartbreaking.
Shortly after that, our company’s all-natural health
supplement line, Edens Essentials, secured a contract with
our supplier for a breakthrough product, Edens NAC+
with Quercetin. The product description describes “a
comprehensive, multi-nutrient nutraceutical formula that
promotes healthy inflammatory support and immune health…
[and] also promotes healthy respiratory support” (the full
description of this supplement and all its features is listed
at: https://edensessentials.com/edens-nac-with-quercetin/).
The Howells had, of course, tried this very same supplement
before by other brands straight out of the natural health
stores, but it didn’t help much. They were understandably
skeptical when Daniel Belt (the resident supplement guru
behind our Edens line) sat at their dining room table and
explained all the reasons why this NAC-with-Quercetin
product was superior and more likely to help, but they also
had nothing to lose.
While Sissy was growing up with “mystery cough,” her
older brother had also developed intense allergies (sadly,
he typically can’t be anywhere near Gramma’s pony farm
lest he explode into a fit of sneezing and coughing with a
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runny nose and bloodshot eyes), so both kids were placed on
a regular, daily dose of Edens NAC.
Some might think I’m sharing the following to sell a product,
but I assure you that my interest in expressing all of this is
to potentially help someone else who has “tried everything”
(possibly including harmful Western pharmaceuticals), but
I assure you, I come by this report honestly: Sissy and her
brother have been met with intense improvement on all of
their symptoms. “Mystery cough” has recently been more
accurately labeled “allergies,” despite what Western doctors
have said about how impossible that would have been for
her in the beginning as a child under two. We believe that
is what plagues Sis because she’s responding to the allergy
treatment (and what more proof do you need?).
Nothing has worked like our very own NAC, and it’s for
good reason. Edens Essentials does not cut corners on
ingredients. That would go against everything our company
believes about good, honest, Christian ethics for health

and wellness. The proof is in the pudding, and the pudding
is Sissy’s current ability to—finally!—go anywhere and
participate in just about any activity she wants to. Although
I am not a doctor and would not EVER “prescribe” our
NAC as a medication for any ailment, illness, condition,
OR VIRUS, when Sis did eventually contract “the rona,” the
cough never escalated to what it had been in her earlier years.
(Consider this how you readers will: Whether it was or own
NAC or merely coincidence, and it could have technically
been either, the terrible COVID cough everyone waited for
that would devastate her lungs and lead to nights of vomiting
and restlessness never came.)
We are not doctors here. We cannot “recommend
medications” to anyone. But if you find yourself in need of
a supplemental boost where all others have failed, Edens
Essentials’ NAC with Quercetin is not going to break the
bank.
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GUT HE ALTH
Daniel Belt, CHHC, Edens Essentials PDM
People do not understand the connection between gut health
and nearly every aspect of our lives that are affected by it.
This is due in part to the fact that science is just now able to
reveal some of the profound impact gut has in our lives. It is
now being shown to impact a vast array of different aspects
at fundamental levels, anywhere from body weight, focus,
attention and memory to mood, depression and immunity
just to name a few. The following is an excerpt from the
book Unlocking Eden by Joe Horn and myself. We have a lot
of influence over our health outcomes and the information
contained here gives a brief view on gut health and how
we can move the needle in our lives through things such as
fermented foods:
Probiotics are bacterial or fungal microorganisms that,
“during the fermentation process[,]…convert organic
compounds—such as sugars and starch—into alcohol or
acids”1 that serve as preservatives. However, these same
agents, when introduced to the body, are known as probiotics,
which deliver “good” bacteria to the gut help digestion and
nutrient absorption. “Gut flora” refers to bacteria in the colon.
These are vital to our immune system as well as our mental

and psychological well-being. They also benefit the rest of
our bodies in a number of ways science is even now still
discovering. For now we’ll cover how eating fermented food
benefits this population of small organisms in our intestines.
While there are beneficial bacteria in the gut, there are
detrimental ones as well. When the gut has more bad bacteria
(small intestinal bacterial overgrowth [SIBO]; Candida)
than good, a condition called dysbiosis sets in. This leads
to many digestion issues, such as bloating, constipation,
and diarrhea.2 Thus, keeping the gut balanced is a primary
advantage of eating fermented foods via the repopulation of
beneficial agents. Additionally, fermented foods are already
partially broken down, making the gut’s job much easier and
causing absorption of nutrients to be simpler for the body.
One example of this is phytic acid, which often binds the
iron and zinc found in some legumes, making it difficult for
the body to take in these minerals. Through fermentation,
this factor is diminished and the minerals are available for
absorption.3
Fermented foods are also beneficial since the secondary
exposure to germs on the food help the body build up
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antibodies. Similar to what we’ve said [in the book] regarding
local food, when we eat local, organically grown, fermented
food loaded with these beneficial organisms, we are exposed
to the local bacteria, which helps inoculate against the germs
native to our area. Another important aspect of fermentation
is found in the fiber itself. When fermented, fiber is in a
predigested form, making it very easy on the digestive
system. Not only is this fiber a great cleanser, but it is food
for bacteria in the gut, providing a good ecological space in
which these bacteria can grow. I (Joe) have found that kimchi,
raw cheese, sauerkraut, and olives are great fermented foods
to work into your diet to keep gut ecology strong.
The value of gut health to our overall wellness is frequently
overlooked and underestimated. While we usually recognize
the link between the gut and metabolism, many don’t know
about connections that exist among our brain chemistry,
moods, immune system, ability to fight inflammation, and
balances in blood sugar, hormones, and other body chemicals.
Gut health is covered at more length in Timebomb. For
additional information on this issue, consider reading that
book.
Gut Flora
Gut flora, also known as microbiota, as we’ve touched on
already, break down incoming nutrients and assure that the
good ones are properly absorbed and waste is evacuated. The
flora are thrown out of balance when we eat processed foods,
take antibiotics, or otherwise expose ourselves to chemicals.
The constitution of these organisms is vital for more than
just digestion. When the colon remains clean, is regularly

purged, and isn’t continually subjected to damaging food, it
remains healthy. When the lining of the gut is compromised,
a condition mentioned earlier called leaky-gut syndrome
can ensue, which is the beginning of many other chronic
illnesses. When bacteria are not in balance, additional
health risks include cognitive impairments, increased
inflammation, and gastrointestinal ailments such as Crohn’s
disease, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS), colitis, diverticular conditions, and many
cancers.
Healthy flora helps balance blood sugars, foster emotional
and psychological well-being, and increase immunity as well
as improve the absorption of nutrients and lower odds of the
aforementioned diseases.
In 2018, the American Society for Microbiology published a
study that looked at the microbiota of children at age two and
compared it with their subsequent BMI (body mass index, a
method for measuring body fat) at age twelve. This study
selected from children who, at age two, were of similar body
mass. The study revealed that while there was no specific
indicator that a particular child would one day be obese other
than markers found in microbiota, these distinctions existed.
It was decided that findings may indicate future propensity
toward obesity or an inclination to dietary preferences that
would achieve the same result.4 On this matter, Maggie
Stanislawski, medical campus doctor at the University
of Colorado Anschutz, stated: “Our study provides more
evidence that the gut microbiota might be playing a role in
later obesity.”5

Endnotes:
1
Lewin, Jo. “The Health Benefits of Fermenting.” BBC Good Food Online. October 1, 2018. Retrieved March 10, 2020. https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/
howto/guide/health-benefits-offermenting.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
“Gut Microbiota of Infants Predicts Obesity in Children.” Science News Online. October 23, 2018. Retrieved March 10, 2020. https://www.sciencedaily.
com/releases/2018/10/181023085640.htm.
5
Ibid.
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THE COMINGSKYWATCHTV
RAPTURE
EXCLUSIVE OFFER!

While hundreds of biblical experts point out the ever-increasing
ways that individual freedoms are becoming perpetually
threatened, global elites aggressively strive toward a one-world
government and universal financial currency, and all accounts
appear to be setting the end-time stage for the fulfillment of
God’s prophetic word! The Disappearing chronicles what
events are set in motion NOW that are driving this
prophetic final act of human history, and will bring to you:
• God’s prophetic timeline in detail from this present moment
• Vivid depictions of unfolding events immediately following
the Rapture and beyond – through planet earth’s judgment
and ultimate restoration • A dramatic and eye-opening presentation of the Rapture
itself • And What happens to children in the mysterious “disappearance!”
The new book Triumph of the Redeemed, is a must-have
manual of hope and strength in the end times! Join Jonathan
Brentner as he helps you to grasp the eternal perspective during
life’s painful circumstances. In this vital resource, you will develop
a firm foundation regarding the return of Jesus and in other areas
such as: • Our reception of immortal and imperishable bodies
• Our participation in a jubilant celebration, followed by
a wedding feast • Our return to earth and thousand-year
reign with Jesus • And our life in paradise dwelling in the
New Jerusalem and exploring the new earth!
But that’s not all! This incredible
offer also includes the never before released DVD, The
Coming Judgments where Terry James and Pete
Garcia delve into great detail on the Seal, Trumpet,
and Bowl judgments listed in the book of Revelation!
This exclusive DVD also features Johnathan Brenter’s
presentation entitled “Hope in the Rapture”! You’ll be
shocked when you find out why the Thessalonians were
grief-stricken regarding the Rapture upon receiving the
Apostle Paul’s first letter, and how you can be free from this very same trap! All
included in the brand new DVD The Coming Judgments!
While the world continues to storm, grab hold of the eternal perspective and be
ready for the return of the King!
YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

What Will Happen
During The
Disappearing?

What Happens To
Children In The
Rapture?

How To Live With Hope
And Faith Intstead Of
Fear In The Last Days

S K Y W AT C H T V S T O R E .40C O M

How To Deal With
Suffering
In The Last Days!
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THE DAVIDSKYWATCHTV
HEAVENER
SPECIAL OFFER!

Satan is setting up the end times beast system as we speak...

With over 35 years as a Hollywood filmmaker combined with experience
in the mental health field, David Heavener has very unique insights into the
dark underbelly of the movie and television industry and is ready to reveal
how the media machine as a whole is one of the main tools setting up the
final beast system of the Antichrist and Satan himself! In his book End-Times
Investigations with David Heavener you will learn about: • The Hollywood
mind control machine and the Deep State’s new media partner
• The associations between antipsychotic drugs, shock therapy, and
the film “The Exorcist” • The connection between Jeffrey Epstein,
the Holocaust, and if German scientists are still doing Nazi-esque
procedures today • AND the demonic connection between Charles
Manson, Jeffrey Dahmer, and many other demented criminal minds!
True Power is a War Manual for all soldiers in God’s Army...and YOU need a copy for
yourself! You have access to a weapon that protects them from evil and disarms those
who would stand against them. Though this tool can be called by the familiar term “power,”
once it has been defined and illuminated by the context of God’s might
and infinity, this True Power from the Almighty becomes the very force
that equips believers for victory in any battle and against every foe. Jesus
said that His followers will do “even greater works” than He (John 14:12).
That is the fiercest Power in the universe! As soldiers, there has never
been a more crucial time to understand what the Bible says about God’s
Power within us! In True Power, you will discover: • The Origin
of Power • How Power is Transferred • If you have sold or traded
away your Power • The Power of the “Real” Amazing Grace •
The Power of Fearing the Lord • The Power of the Watch Warrior
• And Much More!
But that’s not all, in this must have collection you’ll also receive
“OCCULTIANITY—How The End-Times Church is forming
now in preparation of Antichrist”! In this exclusive DVD, Donna
Howell and Allie Henson walk you step by step through the welllaid plans of an occult oligarchy who are, as we speak, advancing
the way for the system of antichrist, all while a silent, complacent
church has forgotten the true power of the Body of Christ, and
are inadvertently laying the foundation for the bloodiest cult the
world has ever seen!

ORDER YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

David Heavener Exposes Hollywood’s
Dark Satanic Underbelly!

How Media, Medicine,
And Meditation Are Part Of
The Antichrist’s End Times Plans!

S K Y W AT C H T V S T O R E .41C O M

Hollywood Insider Reveals
How Believers Can Walk
In The True Power Of God!
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Edens Essentials
edensessentials.com

product catalog
The Edens Essentials selection of supplements are the result of our endeavor to
have the most ef fective, exceptionally valued suppor t availabe for the balanced health
and well - being of our families and friends. The ex tensive, highly detailed, and diligent
scrutiny of each ingredient and process involved in the development of ever y product
we of fer is the only reasonable way to have achieved this goal.
In of fering these products to you, Edens Essentials urges your consideration of the
recommended dosages, and how each supplement could ef fect or relate to your current
health maintenance plan, including any medications you may be taking.
• The statements made regarding these products have not been
evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
• The ef ficacy of these products has not been confirmed by FDA-approved research.
• These products are not intended to diagnose, treat , cure, or prevent any disease.
If you have questions, comments or concerns, you can feel free to contact us
via email at info@edensessentials.com or by calling us at 800 - 652-7168 and one of
our experienced team members will help you promptly.
We look for ward to ser ving you!
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EDENS CHLORELLA

NEW ITEM!

•  Assists with heavy metal detox
•  Supports a healthy gut microbiome
•  Promotes a strong immune system
•  Helps with proper blood sugar balance
Edens Chlorella features organic chlorella, grown in fresh water (not in dark vats with
tap water). This famous, ancient Super Nutrient was treasured by many cultures for
centuries for optimal health and detox.
This natural product contains organic chlorella without added magnesium stearate
“CLICK” HERE!
or other undesirable additives.
Historically, one of the benefits chlorella is famous for is the detoxification of heavy metals, radiation, and
chemotherapy. It may surprise you to discover that heavy metal poisoning is not that uncommon. There
are many ways in which people are exposed to heavy metals which include lead, mercury, arsenic, and
cadmium. These toxins can be found in polluted air and water, food, food containers, medicines, and in
paint. Chlorella has been shown to help to rid the body of these heavy metals, because it binds to them, and
prevents them from settling in our soft tissues.
Chlorella is also teeming with important antioxidants which protect the body from free radical damage
and oxidative stress. The process of oxidative stress causes mutations in cell DNA, which is a prerequisite
for cancer. Because antioxidants prevent this from happening, they have what is called chemopreventive
properties. Research has pointed to a powerful cancer-fighting carotenoid antioxidant chlorella called C.
ellipsoidea which may protect against colon cancer, lung cancer, breast cancer, and others.
Further, chlorella helps to naturally boost immune system function first by providing a healthy gut environment.
Since about 70 percent of our immune system cells live in our gut, it’s important to eat prebiotics — foods
which support the activity of probiotics — like chlorella. Additionally, one study showed that chlorella
stimulates and enhances immune cell, or Natural killer (NK) cell activity. This means that it kicks immune
cells into high gear to search out and destroy foreign organisms before they are able to cause damage to
the body. Chlorella has been shown to improve response to flu vaccine, prevent colds, and increase white
blood cell count.
Studies reveal the potent effect that chlorella has on blood sugar. When either blood sugar or cholesterol
levels are too high, a person is at risk for developing a chronic condition that threatens his or her health.
Millions of Americans each year are diagnosed with conditions due to high blood sugar or cholesterol, such
as diabetes, heart disease, peripheral artery disease, kidney failure, nerve damage, heart attack, or stroke.
Studies show that chlorella has hypoglycemic effects — meaning that it lowers fasting blood sugar levels
in people with hyperglycemia. Over time, it also has cholesterol-lowering effects in healthy individuals. One
study concluded that it is an ideal supplement for delaying the risk of cardiovascular disease.
Since chlorella supports a healthy gut environment, it may help to treat all kinds of gastrointestinal problems
including ulcers, colitis, Crohn’s disease, and diverticulosis. Experts recommend its supplementation for all
kinds of gut diseases. Chlorella contains potent antioxidants which help to reduce inflammation — the culprit
behind these gastrointestinal problems. It also supports adrenal function, which helps to reduce cortisol
output. At chronically high levels, cortisol, also known as the “stress hormone” can wreak havoc on the
body’s systems.
Please consult with your doctor before supplementation. This product is not meant to be taken with blood
thinners or if you are allergic to iodine.
SKU: Chlorella

120 Capsules

$24.99

EDENS NAC+ WITH QUERCETIN

Edens NAC+Quercetin is a comprehensive, multi-nutrient nutraceutical formula that
promotes healthy inflammatory support and immune health.
This formula features several important nutraceutical agents. NAC(n-acetyl-l-cysteine)
promotes the endogenous production of glutathione which offers antioxidant support
and also promotes healthy respiratory support.
Quercetin provides flavonoids that offer support for immune function. Bromelain
provides active proteolytic enzymes. Aller Assist Blend is also included to provide a
broad range of biocompatible botanical agents for advanced nutritional support.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: NAC
90 Capsules
$31.99

EE 3
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EDENS JOINT AND DISC

NEW ITEM!
•  Can assist in joint mobility		
• Supports disc health
•  Promotes healthy cartilage		
• Supports immune system health
•  Assist with sports recovery and muscle function
•  SUPPORTS JOINT HEALTH- Hyaluronic Acid supports joint health by helping
to keep joints well lubricated
•  SUPPORTS SKIN, NAIL, AND HAIR HEALTH- Hyaluronic Acid is an
important component of these tissues and keeps them well hydrated
•  SUPPORTS EYE HEALTH- Hyaluronic Acid supplementation can support
“CLICK” HERE!
retinal health
•  May also assist in alleviating headaches, aid in mucus membrane dryness such as vaginal,
eyes, skin, and sinuses
Edens Joint and Disc is a premier nature-based botanical formula, clinically formulated to support a healthy
inflammatory response and minor pain relief from normal day to day joint wear and tear.
is scientifically formulated to deliver an aggressive panel of clinically reviewed ingredients which contain
powerful phytochemical compounds designed to directly promote a healthy inflammatory response by
targeting key chemical signaling pathways that have the capacity to modulate pro-inflammatory cytokines
and proteins associated with minor pain from everyday activities.
SKU: Joint and Disc

90 Capsules

$29.99

EDENS PROSTATE SUPPORT

Discover the power of premier quality nutrients for men. Fall in love with life again,
up your competitive edge, take charge of your goals and increase your appreciation
of your surroundings and all the people around you each day.
Edens Prostate Support is a premier quality, nutraceutical formula that provides
exceptional support for the prostate gland, including urinary tract health. It features
three key blends: ProstaBlend, PalmettoBlend and BetaBlend.
The key to happy, healthy life rests squarely on your nutritional foundation so that
your body, mind and soul can function at their best. The wise choice is to keep your
nutritional status at its peak every day with premier quality nutrition.
SKU: Prostate

60 Capsules

“CLICK” HERE!

$26.99

EDENS FISH OIL

Feed your brain, support your joints and promote cardiovascular health with pure EPA/
DHA omega-3 fatty acids! EPA/DHA Marine Softgels offer natural docosahexaenoic
acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) from the original fish oil without molecular
distillation. Our cold filtration process does not require heavy manipulation, high heat
processing or the use of harsh solvents to separate the EPA and DHA. Finally, a pure,
all natural fish oil!
Our Fish Oil is purified fish oil that is naturally refined to remove contaminants and
saturated fatty acids to leave only healthy triglycerides as OMEGA-3 poly-unsaturated
fatty acids in the form of DHA and EPA. It is naturally preserved from oxidation using “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
mixed tocopherol and other appropriate antioxidants. The Fish Oil packaging process utilizes filtration and
inert gas blanketing to further ensure purity and preserve the product.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Fish
90 Capsules
$29.99
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edensessentials.com
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Edens Essentials Essential Oils
Edens Essentials 100% pure essential oils are highly concentrated botanical oils and
are never adulterated. We source our ingredients by qualit y, not price, to ensure the
best grade of aroma therapeutic use.
Essential Oils Food Grade Statement: The essential oils identif ied as “Food Grade” are
considered Food Grade based on their listing in the Food Chemical Codex (FCC) and/
or Gras (Generally Regarded as Safe) status with the FDA . Food Grade means they are
suitable for use in cooking and f lavoring applications.
— Essential oils should never be ingested or taken orally undiluted. —
To make some of the more costly oils af fordable, we have blended them with jojoba
oil. Jojoba oil is a highly stable mix ture of wa x esters ex tracted from the seeds of the
jojoba plant , Simmondsia chinensis. Due to the chemical structure of jojoba oil, it does
not oxidize easily or turn rancid (unlike other, less expensive oils) which makes it an
excellent choice for blending with our qualit y essential oils.
Applications: Massage is one of the most common applications of essential oils. The
essential oils are added at 1-3% into a carrier oil such as jojoba, sweet almond, or olive
oil. Essential oils are diluted into carrier oils or lotions and can be used as a daily par t
of your routine. Adding essential oils to baths are another excellent way to enjoy their
benef its, however, all of the oils should be diluted into a carrier oil (with the exception
of lavender) before adding to the bath. Burners and dif fusers are also a great way to
enjoy the therapeutic proper ties of essential oils. Usually the oils are used undiluted
for this purpose. Other methods utilized to experience the proper ties of essential oils
include room sprays, saunas, inhalations, compresses, per fumer y, and many more.
If you have questions, please contact us via email at info @edensessentials.com or
by calling us at 800 - 652-7168 and one of our experienced team members will help you
promptly.
EDENS ESSENTIAL OILS STARTER KIT SPECIAL OFFER!

“ C L I C K ” H E R E F O R T H E S TA RT E R K I T !
•

Clove Bud Essential Oil

•

Grapefruit Essential Oil		

•

Lavender Essential Oil		

•

Lemon Essential Oil		 • Orange Essential Oil

•

Peppermint Essential Oil

•

Rosemary Essential Oil		

SKU: Starter Kit

9 Bottles (1.0 Oz / 30 mL each)

EE 5
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•

Eucalyptus Essential Oil

Tea Tree Essential Oil
$99.00

Edens Essentials Essential Oils
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CLOVE BUD ESSENTIAL OIL (eugenia

caryophyllata)

Clove Bud oil is derived from the buds of a cultivated evergreen tree. The flower buds
are removed from the tree, dried and steam distilled. Generally, small farmers do the
distillation and then sell the oil to collection centers. This well established system
has provided a respectable living to a large number of small farmers in Indonesia. It
has comforting, warming and stimulating properties and a spicy sweet aroma. Clove
is a powerful oil that should be well diluted for topical uses. Blends well with sweet
orange, cedarwood and peppermint and is a grounding base note in blends.
Possible Benefits: powerful antioxidant, anti bacterial, anti fungal, analgesic,
“CLICK” HERE!
antisceptic
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Clove
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$9.99
“Food Grade”

PINK GRAPEFRUIT ESSENTIAL OIL (citrus

paradisi)

The grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) tree is large, with glossy leaves, white flowers, and
large pale yellow fruit with pink flesh. It grows to about 30 feet tall. The fruit is harvested
for its juice and the peel is cold pressed for the essential oil, thereby minimizing
waste. We sourced Florida grown pink grapefruit oil for its sweeter aroma compared
with yellow grapefruit. It has uplifting, cleansing and refreshing properties and a fresh
sweet citrus aroma. This top note oil blends well with lavender, cedarwood and ylang
ylang.
Possible Benefits: revives the mind, stimulates digestion, clears up congestion,
positive effects on mood, energizes, invigorating, encourages imagination, encourages “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
playfulness, overall sense of happiness
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use. Citrus oils are photosensitive (react to light).
SKU: Grapefruit
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$9.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC EUCALYPTUS ESSENTIAL OIL (eucalyptus

globulus)

Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) oil is derived from the namesake tree that is a
tall, evergreen that grows to over 250 feet tall. Farmers collect the leaves that the
tree sheds, and they are steam distilled. This well established system has provided
a respectable living to a large number of small farmers in China. It has cooling,
refreshing, and purifying properties and a camphor like, woody aroma. This top note
oil blends well with lavender, lemon, and cedarwood.
Possible Benefits: natural insect repellent, decongestant, relieves muscle aches
and pains, shingles, purifies air, improved concentration, antibacterial
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Eucalyptus
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$9.99
“Food Grade”

N e e d H e l p? E m a i l u s a t i n f o @ e d e n s e s s e n t i a l s .c o m
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ORGANIC LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL (lavendula

angustifolia)

Bulgarian lavender (Lavendula angustifolia) is known amongst aromatherapists and
perfumers as the finest and most therapeutic of all lavenders. It is steam distilled from
the flowering tops and has a slightly different characteristic scent that is only found
in lavender grown in the unique climate and soil conditions in Bulgaria. One of the
most versatile oils, it blends well with all other oils and is safe to use undiluted. Its
properties include balancing, soothing and calming, among many others.
Possible Benefits: calming, mood, anxiety and depression, anti-bacterial, antifungal, improved sleep, PMS pain and tension, headaches and migraines
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Lavender
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$19.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC LEMON ESSENTIAL OIL (citrus

limonum)

The lemon (Citrus limonum) tree is native to India but is now widely cultivated in
California, Florida, and several other parts of the world. The oil is cold pressed from
the peel of the fruit that is cultivated using sustainable farming methods. Lemon oil
has refreshing, cleansing, and tonifying properties, and a fresh, citrus aroma. This top
note oil blends well with lavender, rosemary and ylang ylang.
Possible Benefits: stimulates immunity, nourishes creativity, uplifting and
invigorating, encourages imagination, promotes a happy mood, relieves anxiety and
depression, respiratory problems
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use. Citrus oils are photosensitive (react to light).
SKU: Lemon
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC ORANGE ESSENTIAL OIL (citrus

sinensis)

Like other citrus oils, orange oil is cold pressed from the peel of the fruit. There
are many varieties of orange trees grown all over the world. We have chosen sweet
orange (Citrus sinensis), for its fresh and fruity aroma. This popular oil is refreshing
and uplifting, but also used for relaxing. Orange is a top note oil that blends well with
lavender, ylang ylang, and cinnamon leaf.
Possible Benefits: settles digestive distress, invigorating, energizing, antiinflammatory, antiseptic, encourages positive emotions
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for
topical use.
“CLICK” HERE!
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not
for internal use. If pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care
practitioner before use. Citrus oils are photosensitive (react to light).
SKU: Orange
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$8.99
“Food Grade”

N e e d H e l p? E m a i l u s a t i n f o @ e d e n s e s s e n t i a l s .c o m
Yo u c a n a l so c a l l u s a t 8 0 0 - 6 52-716 8
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ORGANIC PEPPERMINT ESSENTIAL OIL (mentha

piperita)

Peppermint (Mentha piperita) is steam distilled from the whole flowering herb. Ours
is grown and distilled by farmers near the Himalayas in northern India. The majority
of peppermint oil is used in the flavor and toothpaste industries. It is a refreshing oil
with energizing and stimulating properties. This dominating top note has an herbally,
menthol aroma with sweet undertones. It blends well with rosemary, lavender, and
tea tree.
Possible Benefits: nausea, headache relief, bug repellant, clear sinuses, pain
reliever, joint pain reliever, irritable bowel syndrome, energizing, cut cravings, ADHD,
“CLICK” HERE!
coughs
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Peppermint
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC ROSEMARY ESSENTIAL OIL (rosemarinus

officinalis)

A native of the Mediterranean, Rosemary (Rosemarinus officinalis) is an aromatic
shrub in which the leaves and stems are steam distilled to produce the oil. The primary
active therapeutic component in rosemary is cineole which usually comprises 4050% of the oil. It has stimulating, clarifying, and cleansing properties. This powerful
middle note has a fresh camphoracous aroma and blends well with lavender, cedar
wood, and tea tree.
Possible Benefits: indigestion, digestive distress, promote relaxed and calm
breathing, revitalize thought, increased focus, detoxifying
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Rosemary
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC TEA TREE ESSENTIAL OIL (melaleuca

alternifolia)

Tea Tree (Melaleuca alternifolia) is a small tree or shrub native to Australia that has
been used medicinally by Aborigines for thousands of years. It is cultivated in large
plantations and the oil is steam distilled from the leaves and stems. It has a wide
variety of uses, as well as cleansing, purifying, and uplifting properties. This top note
aroma is distinctly medicinal and camphoracous, and it blends well with lavender,
clove, and eucalyptus.
Possible Benefits: acne, bacterial infections, chickenpox, cold sores, congestion,
respiratory tract infections, earaches, fungal infections, halitosis, head lice, psoriasis,
“CLICK” HERE!
dry cuticles, insect bites, sores and sunburns, boils from staph infections
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: TeaTree
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
Non “Food Grade”

GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE!
— click

here for info —
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An indulgent conditioning shampoo perfect for restoring shine and
smoothness to dull, dry hair. Argan and Hemp Oils nourish hair for strength
and protection against the elements. Safe for chemically or color-treated
hair.
Available in your choice of THREE different scents:
•  Unscented
		
•  Tea Tree and Peppermint		
•  Lemongrass and Eucalyptus 		

SKU: ShampooUNS
SKU: ShampooTTP
SKU: ShampooLE

$18.99
$18.99
$18.99

“CLICK” HERE!

EDENS COCONUT CHARCOAL & WHITE LAVA
EXFOLIATING BODY WASHES
•  8 FL OZ. / 240 ML

The wonders of activated Charcoal and White Lava are the basis of this
incredibly mild, full foaming exfoliating wash. The scrubbing action of White
Lava particles suspended throughout this wash gently buff and polish dry,
tired skin. Activated Coconut Charcoal draws toxins from the skin for a
deep cleansing experience. Feel rejuvenated with every use. Natural based
surfactants cause the foaming action – with no sodium lauryl sulfate. This
makes for a wonderfully effective, natural based product perfect for all skin
types.
Available in your choice of THREE different scents:
•  Unscented
		
•  Pink Grapefruit			
•  Bergamot and Lime 		

SKU: BodyWashUNS
SKU: BodyWashPG 		
SKU: BodyWashBL

“CLICK” HERE!

$16.99
$16.99
$16.99

EDENS ARGAN & ALOE BODY THERAPY LOTIONS

Pamper your skin with the nurturing benefits of Argan Oil, Aloe, Shea Butter, Jojoba
Oil and Organic Green Tea. This delightful lotion absorbs right into the skin without
leaving a greasy feeling, yet provides the “glide” of a deeply penetrating moisturizer.
It conditions your skin while it moisturizes and softens. Best part? - it stays on even
through hand washing.
Available in your choice of TWO different scents:
•  Unscented
•  French Lavender

SKU: LotionUNS
SKU: LotionLAV

8.0 Oz
8.0 Oz

EDENS CHAPSTICKS

Nourish and protect your lips with
an all-natural lip treatment. A blend
of nature’s best oils is combined with
wildcrafted African Shea Butter to
create a protective seal and nurture
sensitive lip tissue. The long-wearing
power of this lip balm helps it stay
put through swimming, eating and
drinking. Say goodbye to dry, chapped “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
lips and hello to a soft, supple, kissable smile!
Available in your choice of TWO different flavors:
•  Coconut
•  Strawberry

SKU: ChapCOC
SKU: ChapSTW

$2.99
$2.99

EE 9

$16.99
$16.99

“CLICK” HERE!

EDENS SHAVE
CRÈME

A
non-foaming,
moisturizing
conditioning creme
to facilitate and
support the best
shaving experience
ever! Loaded with
oils such as Coconut, “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
Tamanu, Borage, Sesame and Avocado to
hydrate while Oatmeal and Vitamins E and
B5 help to soothe and heal skin. Shaving
never felt so good!
SKU: Shave

8.0 Oz

$16.99

edensessentials.com 800-652-7168
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EDENS ONE

•  An ideal, all in one multi-nutrient formula for the whole family
•  A once living phytonutrient formula coming from whole foods
•  Provides daily support for energy, immunity and digestion
•  Is a Phytonutrient formula
•  Is Phytoforensic screened for adulterants
•  Is tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
This ideal, daily nutritional formula for the entire family is a once-living phytonutrient
formula. This multivitamin provides broad spectrum, premier nutrition designed to
deliver a quantum shift in energy, health and vitality. We believe that a whole nutrient “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
formula and its entire biocompatible nutritional symphony is priceless in terms of supporting overall health.
Thus, attempting to measure a live-source formula on the same RDA scale as synthetics is really meaningless.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: One
60 Capsules
$24.95

EDENS WOMEN’S BALANCE

Healthy hormone balance is critical for every woman to ensure optimal health. Taking
a daily female botanical formula with premier quality nutrients is a wise and essential
choice in today’s stressful environment.
Women’s Balance is a natural estrogen support formula for both women and men.
It features a comprehensive botanical formula for healthy hormone support. This
formula includes DIM (Diindolylmethane), a compound naturally found in cruciferous
vegetables such as broccoli. DIM helps promote healthy estrogen metabolism and
cell cycle activity. Womens Balance contains multiple botanical bends for optimum
support.
SKU: WomensBalance

60 Capsules

“CLICK” HERE!

$20.99

EDENS MEN’S VITALITY

Men’s Vitality is a botanical-based formula that promotes premier performance and
strength. This formula features LJ100® Tong- Kat Ali (a unique patented, aqueous
extract of eurycoma). Eurycoma longifolia, also known as Tongkat Ali or Long Jack‚
has been shown to support sports performance and muscular strength in adult males
during intensive strength training programs as well as supporting healthy cortisol
levels after endurance exercise.
SKU: MensVitality

45 Capsules

$23.99

“CLICK” HERE!

EDENS STRESS ADAPT

•  This formula is designed to assist the adrenal glands. How the adrenals
function has wide ranging implications to a person’s overall health
•  Designed to support the body’s daily reactions to stress and anxiety
•  Broad spectrum of constituents to nourish the body and to help provide
energy
•  PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
•  Tested for identity, purity, strength (where applicable), composition, and
quality
Edens Stress Adapt is a premier quality, nutraceutical formula designed to support “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
healthy adrenal glands. It is a synergistic blend of super phytonutrients and adaptogenic herbs to support
and strengthen the adrenal glands like no other formula. It incorporates the latest Chinese research and the
most recent clinical findings producing the super potent cordyceps formula, Edens Stress Adapt.
SKU: Adapt

60 Capsules

$24.95

Questions? Email us at info @edensessentials.com or call us at 800 - 652-7168
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EDENS PROTECTION

•  Contains Astaxanthin, a powerful carotenoid antioxidant, helps
neutralize free radicals
•  Supports cardiovascular, brain, eye and skin health
•  Is an algae-based Astaxanthin
•  Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength
Edens Protection is a unique formula that features a selected range of valued
botanicals including natural algae-sourced astaxanthin, a potent, lipid soluble
carotenoid antioxidant that helps neutralize free radicals.
Astaxanthin will actually accumulate right in the membrane of the cell and the “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
mitochondria where it can provide key antioxidant support for the cell and its components. Astaxanthin has
the highly beneficial and unique property that it can quench free radicals by accepting or donating electrons
without itself being destroyed or becoming a pro-oxidant.
Astaxanthin delivers a wide range of benefits: it supports the health of the cardiovascular system, the eyes
and skin and is able to cross the blood-brain barrier to provide further support from oxidative stress.
This comprehensive formula also includes Asta-Active Blend, a botanical support blend composed of high
value herbal agents that offer a complex phytonutrient profile for added nutritional support.
SKU: Protect

60 Capsules

$35.95

EDENS BRAIN POWER

•  Memory, higher thinking, learning and attention support
•  Promotes sleep and mood
•  Promotes brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
This advanced brain support formula is the culmination of an emerging class of
patent pending botanical compounds scientifically formulated to target cerebral
performance-boosting mental focus, attention, working memory, recall and recognition.
Exciting new research demonstrates these ingredients may significantly promote
Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factors (BDNF) levels, clinically supporting the cognitive
functions specific to the ability to learn, manage information, focus and react. BDNF “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
is a member of the neurotrophin family of growth factors within the hippocampus, cortex and basal forebrain
– areas vital to learning memory and higher thinking.
Edens Brain Power is a new genre of world-class, full spectrum botanical ingredients combined together
in one formula to deliver the cognitive results you have been waiting for. Leading the list of these clinically
reviewed ingredients includes the well-researched, all-natural spearmint leaf, patented as Neumentix™,
coupled with an extract of whole fruit from the Coffea arabica plant, patented as NeuroFactor™. This
masterpiece is then anchored by a naturally fermented Choline L-Bitartrate (not the synthetic DL-tartaric
acid form) and Organic Rosemary Leaf (noted from ancient times to be associated with “remembrance”).
Never before has there been such an impressive lineup of all-natural ingredients.
SKU: Brain

120 Capsules

EDENS BLOOD SUGAR SUPPORT

$31.99

•  Supports healthy blood sugar levels
•  Assists in proper insulin regulation
•  Can help support the pancreas and kidneys
Edens Blood Sugar Support is a broad-spectrum botanical formula designed to offer
comprehensive support for pancreatic health. Digestive support and healthy blood
sugar levels that are already within the normal range can be supported by Edens
Essential’s secret weapon: Indonesian cinnamon bark!
Cinnamon bark has had a long history of use in traditional healthcare systems and has
also been used in modern times as a botanical supplement to target gastrointestinal “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
health as a digestive system aid. The use of cinnamon in nutritional formulas can naturally target the pancreas
and support healthy blood sugar levels.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Sugar
60 Capsules
$24.99
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EDENS HEART

•  Multi-nutrient formula provides cardiovascular support
•  Supports cellular energy production
•  Naturally fermented CoQ-10. Fat soluble in its most bioavailable form
•  Supports cardiovascular health
•  PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
•  Tested for identity, purity, strength and composition
Edens Heart is a targeted nutraceutical formula that promotes vital cardiovascular
health.This product features premier quality coenzyme Q-10 (50 mg/cap) which is
derived from a natural fermentation process (not synthetic CoQ-10). This form of “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
CoQ-10 is fat-soluble and is identical to the CoQ-10 that is naturally produced by cells in the body. Livesource, “trans” isomer CoQ-10 is preferred to synthetic, “cis” isomer CoQ-10 in long term use. CoQ-10 is an
essential nutrient that is a vital component of cellular energy production. CoQ-10 is an important part of the
mitochondrial electron transport system and supplies cellular energy support to all cells of the body. CoQ10 especially supports the heart muscle and other bodily tissues that have high energy needs. Edens Heart
also features two key nutraceutical blends, CardioPlex and Cardio Essentials, which offer a broad range of
biocompatible botanical agents with a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Heart

60 Capsules

$29.95

EDENS LEAN

•  Supports healthy body weight
•  Can assist with blood sugar
•  Helps with maintaining lean muscle
•  Can provide good, clean energy
This formula delivers a powerful group of world-class, full spectrum botanical
ingredients, herbal extracts and specialized nutritional agents – all combined together
in one formula that is designed to support healthy weight management, lean body
mass and glycemic metabolism.
Our Green Coffee Bean is standardized to contain a full 200 mg of chlorogenic acid “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
per 2 capsules (one serving). Chlorogenic acid is a naturally occurring component of the green coffee bean,
which has antioxidant-like properties. Exciting new research shows the beneficial effects of chlorogenic acid
on body composition and metabolism. Green Coffee Bean targets the body’s metabolic pathways to support
healthy glucose response.
Next this formula includes the thermogenic ingredient, Citrus Aurantium extract, a patented extract called
Advantra Z®. Clinical studies show that the natural-source ingredient, Advantra Z®, promotes thermogenesis
and thus, supports healthy, safe weight management as well as helping to sustain the ratio of lean muscle to
total body mass. Other studies show that it helps promote fat breakdown. This should not be confused with
synthetic forms of synephrine which may have undesirable effects.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Lean
90 Capsules
$26.99

EDENS B COMPLETE

•  B vitamins play a key role in many of the body’s vital functions such as
nerve, brain, mood and energy production
•  B vitamins are essential for healthy skin and metabolism
•  Supports clarity and memory
•  Promotes cognitive function, heart health and mood balance
B vitamins play important roles in nearly all of the body’s functional systems. Some
of the wide-reaching supportive roles of B vitamins include the health of the nervous
system, support for liver, skin and hair as well as maintaining muscle tone in the
gastrointestinal tract. A sufficient level of B vitamin intake is essential for maintaining “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
adequate energy metabolism, mood balance, hormone synthesis, hemoglobin formation and proper nerve
cell impulse transmissions.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: BComp
60 Capsules
$24.95
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EDENS SALT OF THE EARTH

Use Edens Salt of the Earth daily in place of regular table salt to add robust flavor
to foods and drinks for the whole family. Edens Salt of the Earth is a blend of two
premium, untreated, solar-dried sea salts which deliver critical trace elements.
The first hearty sea salt comes from the cool, blue, unpolluted waters of the
Australian Sea using the oldest method of obtaining salt: solar evaporation. Sea water
is transferred through a series of evaporation ponds, while the hot, dry climate and
gentle breezes hasten the evaporation process leaving behind only sparkling white
salt crystals, containing valuable trace elements (not found in regular table salt).
The second premium salt is pink Alaea Hawaiian sea salt. Over the centuries, this “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
gourmet, solar-dried sea salt has been traditionally mixed with health-promoting, pink Alaea clay from the
Hawaiian islands, giving the salt a slightly pink color, naturally dense in trace elements. It is known as a
sacred health salt by the ancient Hawaiians.
We do not use flowing or “anti-clumping” agents commonly added to regular table salt such as aluminum
hydroxide, refined sugar, stearic acid, sodium ferrocyanide, calcium phosphate and other undesirable
additives.
Since ancient times, salt has been revered as a precious mineral – once traded ounce per ounce for gold.
Salt has played an important role throughout history and was even used as currency in Roman times.
SKU: Salt

12 Oz

$14.99

Questions? Email us at info @edensessentials.com or call us at 800 - 652-7168
EDENS ZINC

•  Vitally important for many of the body’s systems
•  Essential nutrient for immunity
•  Responsible for many of the body’s enzymatic processes
To maintain robust whole-body health, a full complement of essential micronutrients
is required. Essential micronutrients – including zinc – can be consumed through foods
such as nuts, leafy greens, and beans, as well as in supplement form. Micronutrients
offer critical support of the cell cycle and support maintenance of healthy muscle
and nerve function. Zinc plays an especially important role in these processes and
is required for the healthy function of hundreds of enzymes that facilitate metabolic “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
processes in the body.
The immune system protects the body against pathogens and potentially damages foreign bodies. When
immune dysfunction occurs due to a zinc deficiency, restoring healthy levels of zinc can help support and
improve healthy cell function. This micronutrient supports both innate and adaptive immunity. To distinguish
between cells that are part of the body’s own healthy tissue and from those that are threats against the
immune system, immune cells communicate with one another. For this communication to be successful, the
immune cells must have healthy receptors. Ligands, which bind to the outside of the receptor and allow it to
be activated, are critical to this process. Zinc interacts with many ligands to support this cell signaling, an
important component to healthy immune system function.
Zinc is a critical micronutrient, but the type of zinc in supplements can influence the impact on the body.
Many zinc supplements on the market are formulated with zinc oxide or zinc carbonate, which are poorly
absorbed and nearly insoluble. In contrast, Liquid Zinc Assay is made with zinc sulfate heptahydrate, a
hydrated form of zinc sulfate, that is water soluble. This highly absorbable form of zinc is designed to provide
healthy zinc supplementation.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Zinc
8 FL Oz
$17.99

BROWSE THE EDENS ESSENTIALS MEDIA SELECTION!
— click here —
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EDENS D

•  Supports the immune system
•  Provides vital nutrition for happiness and mood
•  Essential support for bone
and heart health
Vitamin D is one of the most essential nutrients for the human body because of its
role affecting a multitude of systems. Edens D3 serum offers 1,000 IU per serving of
natural-source Vitamin D3 as a fat-soluble liquid in a base of extra virgin olive oil. D3
is the preferred form of vitamin D (not vitamin D2) because it is better metabolized
by the body. D3 Serum is also without those chemical tagalongs such as magnesium “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
stearate (a questionable excipient) or other chemical no-no’s.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Edens D
.43 FL Oz
$14.99

EDENS C

•  Is a whole food Vitamin C formula
•  Vitamin C is a powerful antioxidant required in a vast array of the body’s
day to day function such as metabolism and the absorption of iron
•  Supports immune function.
•  Includes Acerola, Bilberry Fruit, and more
•  Without added Ascorbic Acid
•  PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin which must be obtained through the diet. In
human biochemistry, it acts as a free radical scavenger and antioxidant while providing “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
other important health factors.
Unlike most Vitamin C products, Edens C is a potent, 100% natural botanical Vitamin C formula without
synthetic ascorbic acid or calcium ascorbate. It features our premium whole food blends of C Food Blend and
C Food Support for optimal, full spectrum, nutritional support. The total Vitamin C content in this formula is
from natural sources, including organic acerola, organic bilberry fruit and more. This product delivers premier
antioxidant power with natural free radical quenching activity for optimal immune support.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: EdensC
60 Capsules
$24.95

EDENS VISION

•  Powerful eye, macula, and vision support formula
•  Natural sources of zeaxanthin and lutein. Powerful carotenoids stored
in the macula may promote the density and integrity of the macular
pigment
•  Features researched eye support nutrients: natural-source lutein (from
marigold flowers) at 10 mg/cap and natural-source zeaxanthin (from
marigold flowers) at 2 mg/cap
•  Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength where
“CLICK” HERE!
applicable
Vision is one of your most precious gifts in life, promote the health of your eyes today with the most
comprehensive antioxidant protection ever conceived. Lutein and Zeaxanthin are the two key carotenoid
pigments stored in the macula and may promote the integrity and density of the macular pigment through
their antioxidant properties. Increased intake of these carotenoids maintain healthy photoreceptor function in
the macula as well as supporting the health of the retina. The combination of Lutein and Zeaxanthin promote
full retinal health, photoreceptor health, and overall support for the macula. In addition to the science-backed
foundation of Zeaxanthin and Lutein, this proprietary nutraceutical formula also features 350mg of the
botanical powerhouse, Eye Integrity Support Blend. Together, they supply a broad range of biocompatible
botanical agents which offer a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Vision

60 Capsules

$24.95

Questions? Email us at info @edensessentials.com or call us at 800 - 652-7168
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EDENS GLUTATHIONE

•  Detoxification support
•  Promotes liver health
•  Powerful antioxidant
Edens Glutathione contains glutathione GSH (the preferred reduced form) that
delivers effective antioxidant support and broad spectrum free radical quenching. It
also supports the detoxification process and promotes liver and immune health.
This product also contains the botanical blend, Phyto-Pro Support, which supplies a
broad range of biocompatible botanical agents which offer a complex phytochemical
profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Glutathione

60 Capsules

“CLICK” HERE!

$23.99

EDENS METHYL B COMPLETE

•  Supports healthy methylation, neurological, cardiovascular and
emotional health
•  Contains choline, which supports synthesis of a key neurotransmitter,
supports cell membrane health as well cholesterol and fat
metabolization
•  Contains fully activated methyl donors
•  Contains 5-methyltetrahydrofolate, B12 as methylcobalamin, choline
bitartrate and B6 as pyridoxal-5-phosphate
“CLICK” HERE!
•  Is quality tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
Edens Methyl B Complete supports healthy methylation, the process within the body where minerals,
vitamins and nutrients are converted into usable, absorbable forms. Since healthy methylation helps our
bodies use and absorb the maximum constituents from our nutrition, it should come as no surprise that
methylation impacts so many bodily functions including the nervous, cardiovascular, and immune systems.
Healthy methylation is also vital for assisting the body rid itself of heavy metals.
SKU: Methyl

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS GREENS

•  Fermented whole foods to assist with digestion and elimination
•  A full spectrum of naturally occurring vitamins and minerals
•  Assistance to the body’s organs, including the liver and colon, in
detoxification
•  Pre-digested nutrients which are more bioavailable, making them better
assimilated by the body
•  Prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity
Edens Greens is a complete whole-food formula that contains fermented organic
barley grass, fermented organic oat grass, fermented organic kale, and fermented “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
organic chlorella, among other superfoods. In addition to the grasses, dark leafy vegetables, herbs, and
more, there is a powerhouse of prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity. Edens Greens includes an
amazing blend of enzymes and probiotics in a fermented form to aid in normal digestion and elimination.
This combination works to provide your body with incredible nutrition and maximum bioavailability all while
simultaneously alkalizing and energizing your inner ecosystem.
SKU: Greens

150 Capsules

$27.99

Edens Essentials can be
an important part of

YOUR EFFECTIVE HEALTH STRATEGY!
Questions? Email us at info @edensessentials.com or call us at 800 - 652-7168
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OREGANO SUPREME

•  Provides support for the immune system
•  Is a Phenolic compound that has shown antimicrobial,
antifungal, and antibacterial properties
Need some help with immunity or maybe an overgrowth of fungus? Edens
Essentials Oregano Supreme is a multi-layered formula containing phenolic
compounds that have shown many antimicrobial, anti-fungal and antibacterial
properties. This combination of immune assisting botanicals is a good addition
to a person’s health protocol. Carvacrol, one of the compounds in oregano that
shows strong antioxidant function, can be a powerful tool in supporting one’s “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
immunity.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Oregano
90 Capsules
$14.99

ALOE VERA PLUS

•  Gives soothing relief for gastrointestinal distress
•  Promotes healthy bowel function and elimination
•  Supports digestion and detoxification
Stomach upset or colon issues? Engage the powerful healing properties of our Aloe
Vera Plus. This organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement is a strong addition to
aid your stomach as well as your digestive and elimination tracts. This gentle formula
supports the mucous membrane linings and the colon to help ease the bowels to
promote a healthy and clean body. By virtue of helping the mucous membrane linings,
a person could also find benefits in their sinus health. Aloe Vera Plus is a great
product to provide support across a multitude of systems in the body.
SKU: Aloe

60 Capsules

“CLICK” HERE!

$23.99

LIVER DETOX

•  Supports proper detoxification of the liver
•  Helps to improve digestion and the regulation of fat
•  Improves metabolic function and weight control
Everyone needs a little help now and again, and that is especially true for our friend,
the liver. For a seemingly ever-increasing variety of reasons, everybody’s liver get’s
burdened over time. Liver Detox is a moderate support formula for cleansing and
assisting the liver. The liver has a multitude of jobs and is under a lot of stress from
different sources, such as environmental stress and toxins, so it would be good for
us to give it a hand now and again. This formula will aid with detoxification, proper “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
metabolic function and help reduce oxidative stress. The burden placed upon our organs over time is how we
age, proper choices can help us turn back the clock.
SKU: Liver

90 Capsules

$16.99

COLON CLEAN

•  Assists with gastrointestinal distress
•  Detoxifies the colon
•  Improves overall bowel function
Edens Essentials Colon Clean is an organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement
meant to support the colon and the natural elimination process. This comprehensive
formula is designed to cleanse the colon of unwanted matter and provide assistance
in the healing process. Many of today’s lifestyles make it difficult to maintain a healthy
colon. Processed food, environmental toxins and being sedentary put a lot of stress
“CLICK” HERE!
on the body and our Colon Clean is a good way to give it the support it needs.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Colon
90 Capsules
$14.99

Questions? Email us at info @edensessentials.com or call us at 800 - 652-7168
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EDENS FERMENTED BEETS

Edens Fermented Beets provides a 100% fermented, organic whole beet root powder
that delivers a potent, bioavailable source of naturally occurring dietary nitrates. As
we age, we become less efficient in the production and conversion of nitrates to nitric
oxide and thus, our nitric oxide levels naturally decline.
Nitric oxide has been widely reported to play a critical role in supporting a healthy
cardiovascular system as well as promoting energy, maintaining heart health,
supporting blood circulation, and promoting healthy blood pressure already within the
normal range. Nitric oxide is produced by the inner lining of the blood vessels called
the endothelium and acts as a messenger molecule to promote healthy vasodilation “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
and constriction to support oxygen levels in the blood.
Fermented beets are recognized by science as one of the healthiest vegetables on the planet and help
promote healthy gut microbiota and metabolic activity.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Beets
6.3 Oz
$24.99

EDENS MUSHROOMS

•  Offers wide ranging immune support from mushrooms which are
fermented to unlock the full potential of such nutrients as beta glucans
•  Their fermentation process means that this product supports digestion
and microflora with prebiotic fiber
•  Polysaccharides, which are what’s known as powerful
immunomodulators, help nourish and strengthen the body’s immune
system
Edens Mushrooms Blend features six different types of organically grown, premier
quality fermented mushrooms in their full-spectrum state. This blend is ideal for “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
maximum bioavailability, digestion and absorption. Current research shows that the human immune
system can be given excellent support by using a mixture of polysaccharides from several proven
immunomodulating mushrooms. The pre-digested, fermented organic mushrooms in this product offer a
vast array of naturally occurring vitamins, minerals and immunomodulating polysaccharides.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Shrooms
7.4 Oz
$29.71

EDENS FERMENTED TURMERIC

•  Is fermented to unlock the full potential of this powerful herb
•  Supports a healthy inflammatory response as well as liver and
cardiovascular function
•  Has been shown to assist the body’s maintenance of proper blood sugar
levels
•  Maintains healthy digestion
Edens Fermented Turmeric is a revolutionary, highly absorbable probiotic-fermented
organic turmeric rhizome and organic fermented ginger powder in their full spectrum
state, cultivated with our partners signature probiotic-fermented delivery system. This “ C L I C K ” H E R E !
provides maximum bioavailability, digestion and absorption.
For centuries, turmeric has been the quintessential herb choice for promoting liver health, maintaining
healthy digestion, supporting a healthy inflammatory response and cardiovascular health.
Turmeric naturally has a high concentration of active compounds known as curcuminoids. Curcuminoids have
poor water solubility and poor permeability, which may result in low absorption rates in the gut and can also limit
its systemic availability. By fermenting both organic turmeric and ginger with our unique probiotic culture, this
process is able to predigest the herbs’ naturally occurring compounds to deliver the full spectrum of these highly
desirable phytocomponents at their full activity and in their most bioavailable forms.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!
SKU: Turmeric
4.7 Oz
$21.99

Questions? Email us at info@edensessentials.com or call us at 800-652-7168
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E D E N S ES S E NT I A L S PR E M I U M B ROA D S PECTRU M CB D E X TR ACT S
CB D i s a p ow e r f ul p l a n t ex t r a c t t h a t h a s b e e n u s e d f o r w e l l n e s s f o r t h o u s a n d s o f
ye a r s . O u r CB D i s d e r i ve d f ro m a s p e c i f i c s t r a i n o f p l a n t c o n t a i n i n g o n e o f m a ny
c a n n a b i n o i d s t h a t h ave a va r i e t y o f e f f e c t s o n o u r b o d y ’s e n d o c a n n a b i n o i d sys t e m .
I n f a c t , w e a c t u a l l y h ave r e c e p t o r s a n d c o m p o u n d s i n o u r b o d i e s t h a t i n t e r a c t w i t h
these naturally occurring compounds.
N o t a l l n a t u r a l ex t r a c t s a r e c r e a t e d e q u a l l y, a n d m o s t c e r t a i n l y n o t a l l CB D i s t h e
s a m e. At Ed e n s E s s e n t i a l s , w e b e l i eve t h a t i f yo u wa n t t o c r e a t e t h e b e s t p ro d u c t s
ava i l a b l e, exc e l l e n c e m u s t b e a p r i o r i t y a t eve r y s t a g e. W i t h t h i s a s a g ui d e p o s t ,
w e c a n p a r t n e r w i t h t h e r i g h t p e o p l e a n d c o m p a n i e s t o a c h i eve a h i g h s t a n d a r d o f
b u si n e s s . To f u r t h e r o u r m i s si o n o f c r e a t i n g t h e wo r l d ’s b e s t CB D p ro d u c t s , w e
c h o o s e o u r p a r t n e r s ve r y c a r e f u l l y. Af t e r ex t e n si ve d u e - d i l i g e n c e, Ed e n s E s s e n t i a l s
d e c i d e d t o p a r t n e r w i t h t h e b ro ke r o f t h e l a r g e s t g row e r, m a n u f a c t u r e r a n d
d i s t r i b u t o r o f p l a n t - d e r i ve d p hy t o c a n n a b i n o i d s i n t h e U. S . Th i s p a r t n e r m a ke s t h e r aw
c o m p o u n d s w e u s e i n o u r p ro d u c t s .

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD TINCTURES

•  Promote brain, nerve and hormonal health
•  Are THC free
•  Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against
stress and anxiety
•  Contain 1350mg per bottle, and 45mg per serving of Premium
Broad Spectrum CBD Extract
Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Tinctures formulated to provide potent
support in liquid format. The included measured dropper allowing for a
customizable and personalized dosage that is most suitable for a full variety
of functions. Available in your choice of 3 different flavors:
•
•
•

EDENS CBD TINCTURE NATURAL 		
EDENS CBD TINCTURE MINT 			
EDENS CBD TINCTURE LEMON 		

SKU: CBDNat
SKU: CBDMint
SKU: CBDLemon

“CLICK” HERE!

1.0 Oz / 30 mL
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
1.0 Oz / 30 mL

$89.95
$89.95
$89.95

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SALVE

•  Localized pain relief from skin discomfort
•  Is THC free
•  Helps with tension, inflammation and muscle soreness
•  For individuals who are looking for a more natural way to relieve pain
•  500mg per jar
Support well-functioning joints with the help of our CBD Salve. A balanced combination
of phytocannabinoid-rich CBD oil, beeswax and aromatic essential oils helps soothe
muscles and support skin health.
►WATCH A RELATED VIDEO HERE!		
HERE! 		
SKU: CBDSalve
1.0 Oz
$49.99

“CLICK” HERE!

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SOFTGELS

•  Promotes brain, nerve and hormonal health
•  Is THC free
•  Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress and
anxiety
•  750 mg per bottle
•  25 mg per serving
A carefully formulated and balanced provision of our Premium Broad Spectrum CBD
Extracts, for everyday support in convenient softgels.
SKU: CBDGel

30 Softgels

EE 18

$59.95

“CLICK” HERE!

